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Abstract 

Compact Deep Learning Models and Auxiliary Methods for Robust Myoelectric Control 

Yuni Teh 

 

Myoelectric pattern recognition-based upper limb prostheses measure electromyographic 

(EMG) signals from the residual limb and learn to identify muscle activity patterns that correspond 

to intended gestures. To train an accurate pattern recognition controller, it is essential that the 

training signals typify signals measured in real-world scenarios. When these conditions are met, 

clinical systems enable accurate and intuitive prosthesis control. However, routine usage of a 

prosthesis gives rise to signal nonstationarities that cause dataset shifts (ie. changes in the joint 

distribution of classifier input and output). These shifts reduce classification accuracy and render 

control ineffective. In this dissertation, I examine common sources of dataset shift that affect 

myoelectric pattern recognition and propose clinically feasible approaches to improve control 

robustness. First, I investigate the effects of limb position and external load on real-time pattern 

recognition control and show that a modified training data collection protocol can eliminate these 

effects in amputee users. Next, I combine data augmentation and deep learning techniques to build 

classifiers that are tolerant to multi-channel signal noise originating from the electrode-skin 

interface. Finally, I quantify dataset shift across long-term prosthesis usage and use continual 

learning with deep neural networks to reduce classifier recalibration frequency. Together, these 

methods provide a foundation for clinical implementations of advanced deep learning controllers 

that are robust under dataset shift. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In the United States, there are more than 41,000 people who live with an upper limb 

amputation as a result of trauma, dysvascular disease, or cancer, 40% of whom are transradial 

amputees (Dillingham et al., 2002; Ziegler-Graham et al., 2008). Individuals with major upper 

limb amputations may have difficulty performing essential activities of daily living, such as eating, 

grooming, and dressing (Datta et al., 2004; Davidson, 2002; Jang et al., 2011; Routhier et al., 

2001). In many cases, an amputation also affects an individual’s capacity to return to employment 

and causes a decline in overall quality of life (Fernandez et al., 2000) . 

  The use of a prosthesis can restore some functionality and independence; 91% of amputees 

that returned to work used a prosthesis (Fernandez et al., 2000). While some people opt for 

cosmetic prostheses for aesthetic reasons, others choose to use powered prostheses. These may 

include body-powered devices or electric devices powered by motors. Body-powered devices may 

be more durable, while electric devices may provide greater dexterity and precision.  

 Myoelectric control measures electrical signals from muscle contractions and uses them as 

control signals, offering an intuitive method to control electric prostheses. Commercial devices 

employ two main types of control systems: amplitude-based direct control and pattern recognition 

(PR) control. Direct control methods use agonist-antagonist muscle pairs to control one degree-of-

freedom at a time (Williams et al., 2004). Conversely, pattern recognition control measures an 

array of muscle signals and identifies patterns of muscle activity that correspond to intended 

gestures.  
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Although myoelectric devices have been around for decades, user adoption is still low, 

with many citing a lack of reliable control method or inconvenience as reasons (Biddiss & Chau, 

2007a). In 2007, the rejection rate of myoelectric hands was 39% (Biddiss & Chau, 2007b).  In 

2020, the rejection rate was 44%, suggesting that despite the advances over the past decade, 

amputee users are still not satisfied with current technology (Salminger et al., 2020).  

1.2 Background 

Myoelectric pattern recognition algorithms  

Myoelectric pattern recognition control for upper limb prostheses dates back to the 1960s 

but has only recently been made clinically available (Whitney, 1969). With the adoption of this 

technology, users have seen functional improvements (L. J. Hargrove et al., 2013). Still, the inner 

workings of clinically available control algorithms are predominantly based on techniques 

introduced almost thirty years ago, leaving much room for further advancements (Hudgins et al., 

1993).  

PR control methods measure electromyographic (EMG) signals from an array of electrodes 

and learn the patterns of muscle activity that correspond to intended movements (Englehart & 

Hudgins, 2003; Hudgins et al., 1993; Parker et al., 2006). Typically, PR controllers use a classifier 

to classify time domain and autoregressive features extracted from windowed EMG signals. PR 

control is effective, provided the EMG interface is stable and the signals are repeatable (L. J. 

Hargrove et al., 2013). 

Real-world factors that influence control performance 

 Robust PR control is an ongoing area of research. The versatility of upper limb functions 

creates nonstationary situations in which EMG signals can change. When there is a mismatch 

between the distribution of the training EMG signals and test EMG signals, PR control 
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performance declines. This distribution mismatch, termed dataset shift, underlies most of the 

factors that negatively influence control performance.   

 Dataset shift in EMG control can be caused by changes in generated signals and changes 

in the measured signals. For example, muscle activation differences due to limb position, load, or 

fatigue cause changes in the generated signals, shifting the test distribution away from the training 

distribution (Campbell, Phinyomark, et al., 2020; Anders Fougner et al., 2011). On the other hand, 

signal noise, electrode shift, sweat, and other disturbances at the electrode cause changes in the 

measured signals, which also shifts the test distribution away from the training distribution 

(Engdahl et al., 2015).  Numerous methods have been proposed to reduce the effects of dataset 

shift with varying levels of success; nevertheless, it still poses a problem to current prosthesis 

users.  

Deep learning-based myoelectric control  

In recent years, the use of deep learning to enable myoelectric control has rapidly gained 

traction. Deep learning models combine nonlinear activation functions and modular network 

topologies to learn complex structures within data. Various models have been used to enable 

simultaneous control, incorporate computer vision, generate training signals, adapt controllers 

across users, and improve robustness to dataset shift (Ameri et al., 2019, 2020; Côté-Allard et al., 

2019; Park & Lee, 2016; ur Rehman et al., 2018; D. Yang et al., 2021). Despite the growing 

popularity of deep learning, the computational requirements of these models hinder their clinical 

implementation. 

1.3 Specific Aims 

The overall objective of this dissertation is to develop and evaluate clinically feasible 

machine learning algorithms and protocols that can improve myoelectric pattern recognition 
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control robustness to common sources of dataset shift. To this end, I propose the following specific 

aims.  

Aim 1. Quantify and compare the effects of limb position and external load on real-time 

pattern recognition control. 

 Studies have indicated that LDA-based prosthesis controllers are inaccurate when trained 

in one limb position and tested in another – an example of dataset shift induced by sample selection 

bias. However, investigations of the “limb position effect” in individuals with upper limb loss were 

either conducted offline or without a physical prosthesis on the residual limb, thus limiting the 

clinical applicability of their findings. There remains a gap in our knowledge of how limb position 

affects real-time control in amputee users when the residual limb is supporting the weight of a 

prosthesis. This aim seeks to understand the individual and interactive effects of limb position and 

external load and determine if they can be reduced by using an improved training data collection 

protocol. 

Aim 2. Apply machine learning techniques to learn latent representations of muscle 

activation patterns that are robust to interface noise. 

Changes at the electrode-skin interface (eg. electrode liftoff, broken wires, residual limb 

volume fluctuations) can generate signal disturbances that reduce classification accuracy. Previous 

studies proposed filters or adaptive algorithms to mitigate these effects. However, filtering 

methods are limited in their ability to generalize across intermittent and periodic noise and 

adaptation methods require additional processing steps. To our knowledge, there are no clinically 

feasible classifiers that are inherently robust to interface noise. The purpose of this aim is to 

develop and evaluate a noise-tolerant classifier that can learn and classify robust discriminative 

latent features shared by clean and noisy EMG signals.  
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Aim 3. Develop fast adaptation methods for deep convolutional neural networks and 

evaluate their effects on long-term myoelectric control stability and accuracy. 

When dataset shift reduces pattern recognition accuracy and renders control ineffective, 

prosthesis users must recalibrate their devices to regain functionality. Clinically available control 

algorithms are not yet robust to common sources of dataset shift and therefore require frequent 

recalibrations. Although deep learning methods, such as those in Aim 2, may improve robustness 

to dataset shift, it is unrealistic at this stage to expect a control strategy that never has to be 

recalibrated or updated. However, effective recalibration or adaptation of a deep learning model 

nontrivial. Fully retraining a model is computationally and memory intensive whereas adapting a 

model may lead to catastrophic forgetting, or the loss of previously learned information. In this 

aim, I develop fast adaptation methods for deep convolutional neural network classifiers that can 

learn from new training data without catastrophic forgetting. I implement these methods on EMG 

data spanning 6 months to evaluate classification and recalibration performance over time. 

1.4 Dissertation Overview 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Aim 1 will be discussed in Chapter 2, which was 

published as an article in IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and Engineering, Aim 2 will be 

discussed in Chapter 3, which is in review for Journal of NeuroEngineering and Rehabilitation, 

and Aim 3 will be discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, I summarize my contributions, their limitations, 

and potential future directions in Chapter 5. 
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2 Understanding the effects of limb position and external load on real-time 

pattern recognition control in amputees 

2.1 Abstract 

Limb position is a factor that negatively affects myoelectric pattern recognition 

classification accuracy. However, prior studies evaluating impact on real-time control for upper-

limb amputees have done so without a physical prosthesis on the residual limb. It remains unclear 

how limb position affects real-time pattern recognition control in amputees when their residual 

limb is supporting various weights. We used a virtual reality target achievement control test to 

evaluate the effects of limb position and external load on real-time pattern recognition control in 

fourteen intact limb subjects and six major upper limb amputee subjects. We also investigated how 

these effects changed based on different control system training methods. In a static training 

method, subjects kept their unloaded arm by their side with the elbow bent whereas in the dynamic 

training method, subjects moved their arm throughout a workspace while supporting a load.  

When static training was used, limb position significantly affected real-time control in all 

subjects. However, amputee subjects were still able to adequately complete tasks in all conditions, 

even in untrained limb positions. Moreover, increasing external loads decreased controller 

performance, albeit to a lesser extent in amputee subjects. The effects of limb position did not 

change as load increased, and vice versa. In intact limb subjects, dynamic training significantly 

reduced the limb position effect but did not completely remove them. In contrast, in amputee 

subjects, dynamic training eliminated the limb position effect in three out of four outcome 

measures. However, it did not reduce the effects of load for either subject population. These 

findings suggest that results obtained from intact limb subjects may not generalize to amputee 
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subjects and that advanced training methods can substantially improve controller robustness to 

different limb positions regardless of limb loading. 

2.2 Introduction 

In the United States, there are approximately 41,000 people living with a major upper limb 

amputation, 40% of whom are transradial amputees (Dillingham et al., 2002; Ziegler-Graham et 

al., 2008). These individuals have difficulty performing essential activities of daily living, such as 

eating, grooming, and dressing (Datta et al., 2004; Davidson, 2002; Jang et al., 2011; Routhier et 

al., 2001). In many cases, an amputation also affects an individual’s capacity to return to 

employment and causes a decline in overall quality of life(Fernandez et al., 2000) . 

Myoelectric prostheses have the potential to restore the function required to regain basic 

independence. Compared to body-powered prostheses, these devices provide more degrees of 

freedom (DOF’s), allowing for finer control and potentially fewer compensatory 

movements(Montagnani et al., 2015) . Nevertheless, despite decades of advancements, challenges 

persist in controlling myoelectric prostheses. This remains an active area of research and several 

methods have been proposed to improve control. 

One such method is myoelectric pattern recognition (PR), which relies on separable and 

repeatable muscle contractions. PR controllers have been validated extensively in lab settings and 

are now commercially available; however, several factors impact their real-world performance. 

Limb position has often been reported as one of these factors. Many studies have shown that offline 

classification errors increase significantly when different limb positions are tested (Campbell, 

Phinyomark, et al., 2020; Castellini et al., 2009; D. et al., 2017; Anders Fougner et al., 2011; 

Khushaba et al., 2014; L. Chen, Y. Geng, 2011; Liu et al., 2014). Several groups have quantified 
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the changes in detected signals that underly these poor classification rates (Betthauser et al., 2018; 

Boschmann & Platzner, 2014; A. Radmand et al., 2014). These results have prompted the 

development of new training and control methods to mitigate the “limb position effect”(Betthauser 

et al., 2018; Anders Fougner et al., 2011; Y. Geng, Zhang, et al., 2012; Hwang et al., 2017; 

Khushaba et al., 2014; Ashkan Radmand et al., 2014; Woodward & Hargrove, 2019; D. Yang et 

al., 2017) . 

Most of these experiments only evaluated offline performance, which does not always 

correlate with real-time controllability (L. Hargrove et al., 2007; Ortiz-Catalan et al., 2015). To 

our knowledge, only two studies evaluated the real-time effects of limb position on PR control in 

amputees (Y. Geng, Zhou, et al., 2012; Woodward & Hargrove, 2019). These effects were found 

to be minor; however, these studies were limited because amputee subjects completed experiments 

without a physical prosthesis or load on the residual limb. It remains unclear if limb position affects 

real-time PR control in amputees when their residual limb is loaded with the weight of a prosthesis. 

The aim of this experiment was to determine how limb position and external load affect 

real-time PR control in intact limb (ITL) and amputee (AMP) subjects and if these effects can be 

reduced with advanced training protocols. Subjects trained a controller ‘statically’, with the elbow 

bent at a 90∘ angle by their side, and ‘dynamically’, by moving the arm around their expected 

workspace. They then used the controllers to control a wrist and hand in a virtual reality (VR) 

environment to complete 3D Target Achievement Control (TAC) tests in four limb positions and 

with three external loads. 

We hypothesized that limb position will negatively affect controller performance in ITL 

subjects but will not significantly affect AMP subjects when the residual limb is unloaded. In an 
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intact limb, forearm muscle activity changes to support the weight of the wrist and hand in different 

limb positions. Furthermore, the muscles that control wrist rotation change depending on elbow 

angle. As the elbow extends, the supinator receives less supination assistance from the biceps 

brachii, thus altering muscle activation patterns (Kendall & McCreary, 1983). Finally, there are 

several biarticular forearm muscles (brachioradialis, pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis, extensor 

carpi radialis longus, flexor carpi ulnaris, and palmaris longus) that assist with elbow flexion 

(Kendall & McCreary, 1983). In below-elbow amputees, forearm muscles are no longer attached 

to the wrist joint. Therefore, changes in muscle activity due to limb position would only be caused 

by the elbow-dependent supinator and the biarticular forearm muscles supporting the weight of the 

residual limb. As the residual limb is loaded, the increasing moment across the elbow may elicit 

further changes in these biarticular muscles. Therefore, we also hypothesized that the effects of 

limb position will be exacerbated in all subjects as the load increases. Furthermore, we 

hypothesized that increasing the load would decrease controller performance, as it has been shown 

to affect PR sensitivity (Cipriani et al., 2012). Finally, based on previous offline and real-time 

studies, we hypothesized that the dynamic training method will reduce the effects of limb position 

and load and improve controller performance (D. et al., 2017; Anders Fougner et al., 2011; Ashkan 

Radmand et al., 2014; Woodward & Hargrove, 2019). 

 

2.3 Methods 

This experiment was approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board 

and all subjects gave written informed consent. We evaluated the effects of limb position, external 

load, and training method on PR-based myoelectric control in fourteen subjects with intact limbs 
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(ages 20-29, eight male, six female) and six subjects with major upper limb amputations (Table 2-

1). 

Table 2-1. Amputee Subject Demographics 

Subject Age Gender 

Time since 

amputation 

Level of 

amputation 

Home device 

control scheme 

PR 

experience 

AMP1 73 M 32 years Transradial Body-powered Moderate 

AMP2 33 M 5 years Wrist 

Disarticulation 

Direct control Moderate 

AMP3 65 M 6 years Transradial Body-powered Moderate 

AMP4 56 M 40 years Transradial Direct control Moderate 

AMP5 48 M 11 months Transradial Body-powered None 

AMP6 19 M 10 months Transradial Direct control None 

 

2.3.1 Experimental Setup 

Intact Limb Subjects 

Electromyographic (EMG) signals were recorded from ITL subjects using six pairs of 

equally spaced stainless-steel electrodes embedded in an armband. Each subject wore the armband 

around their right forearm, with the reference electrode just distal to the olecranon. An HTC Vive 

tracker was attached to the armband to track arm movements. 

To encourage isometric contractions, subjects wore a forearm orthosis that restricted hand 

opening/closing and wrist flexion/extension. Orthoses that limit wrist rotation also obstruct free 

movement of the upper arm, which is required for the testing protocol, so we chose not to restrict 

wrist rotation. The external loads were secured to the palmar side of the orthosis using Velcro (Fig. 

2-1A). 

Amputee Subjects 
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EMG signals were recorded from AMP subjects using six pairs of wet electrodes equally 

spaced around the residual limb, avoiding regions above the radius and ulnar. The reference 

electrode was placed on the lateral epicondyle. A silicone liner was worn over the electrodes to 

prevent electrode shift or liftoff. Next, a lightweight frame was secured to the residual limb with a 

cuff, straps, and strong magnets. An HTC Vive tracker was attached to the cuff to track arm 

movements. 

The external loads were placed into a box and screwed into the end of the frame. The frame 

was lengthened with modular extensions to position the load where a prosthetic hand would be. 

This was based on the distance from the lateral epicondyle to the middle of the hand on the intact 

side (Fig. 2-1B). 

 

Figure 2-1. A: Palmar (top) and dorsal (bottom) view of the intact limb subject setup.  The armband housed electrodes 

and an embedded controller that acquired and classified EMG signals. The orthosis was used to restrict wrist 

flexion/extension and hand opening/closing. Loads were attached to the orthosis. B: Dorsal view of the amputee 

subject setup. Wet electrodes were secured under a liner and signals were classified by an embedded controller. We 

used a frame to hold the tracker and loads, which were positioned where a prosthetic hand would be using frame 

extensions. The embedded controller was strapped to the upper arm and was not connected to the load-bearing frame. 

Both: The HTC Vive tracker tracked limb position.  
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2.3.2 Signal Acquisition and Processing 

EMG signals were sampled at 1 kHz (Texas Instruments ADS1299), amplified with a 

hardware gain of 2, and a software gain of 1000, and band-pass filtered between 70-300 Hz. Data 

were then processed using an embedded System on Module (Logic PD SOMDM3730). We 

extracted four time-domain features (mean absolute value, waveform length, zero crossings, and 

slope sign changes) and six autoregressive coefficients from each channel using 200 ms windows 

in 25 ms increments. These features were used to train a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

classifier. We computed output velocity using previously described proportional control and 

velocity ramp algorithms (E. J. Scheme et al., 2014; Simon et al., 2011). After each processing 

window, the output class and velocity were wirelessly transmitted to a desktop computer and used 

to control an arm in a Unity-based virtual reality environment. The virtual arm was projected onto 

each subject’s forearm using the location and orientation of the HTC Vive tracker. 

2.3.3 Experimental Protocol 

Each subject completed two sessions corresponding to two training strategies: static and 

dynamic (see descriptions of the training methods in the Section 2.3.4). The order of the sessions 

was pseudo-randomized such that half of the subjects used the static training method in the first 

session and the other half used the dynamic training method in the first session. In each session, 

subjects used the trained controller to complete VR-based TAC tests in four limb positions (Fig. 

2-2) and with three loads (Table 2-2). To minimize the effects of learning, subjects were given at 

least two practice tests before actual data were collected. We chose limb positions that could be 

encountered in activities of daily living. Positions were constrained to the sagittal plane to ensure 
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that the loads would be supported by elbow and shoulder flexion only and to limit experimental 

time. 

There were two physical interpretations of the external loads, summarized in Table 2-2. 

First, they corresponded to the average weights of different prosthesis configurations (Bajaj et al., 

2015). Secondly, the 400g load represented the lightest possible powered wrist and hand 

prosthesis, while the 600g load represented the prosthesis grasping a small object. 

 

Figure 2-2. Limb positions used during testing protocol 

Table 2-2. External Loads and Their Real-World Representations 

Load (g) 
Prosthesis Configuration 

Prosthesis-Object Combination 
Wrist Hand 

0 None None None 

400 Passive Powered Prosthesis 

600 Powered Powered Prosthesis + 200g 

2.3.4 Training Data Collection 

All ITL subjects and two AMP subjects (AMP1, AMP2) trained a 3DOF controller (hand 

open/close, wrist pronation/supination, wrist flexion/extension). The other four AMP subjects 

trained a 2DOF controller (hand open/close, wrist pronation/supination) because they were either 

naive to PR control (AMP5, AMP6) or unable to reliably perform wrist flexion and extension 

(AMP3, AMP4). 
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For each training method, we collected five sets of data per movement class. In each set, subjects 

were instructed to hold the movement for 2.5 seconds, resulting in 100 training patterns. AMP 

subjects used bilateral mirroring while training so that we could verify their movements. The 

training methods were as follows: 

Static – Subjects kept their arm by their side with the elbow at a 90∘ angle (Fig. 2-2, P1) while 

holding the movement. There was no load attached. This is a common training method in 

experimental settings. 

Dynamic – Subjects were instructed to move their arm freely around the workspace while holding 

each movement. They were encouraged to cycle through each test position (P1, P2, P4, P3 and 

reverse) by flexing and extending the elbow and shoulder. The 400g load, representing a 

lightweight prosthesis, was attached throughout training. This is an adaptation of a method 

suggested in previous studies (Ashkan Radmand et al., 2014; Woodward & Hargrove, 2019; D. 

Yang et al., 2017). 

2.3.5 Real-Time Testing Protocol 

In each session, subjects completed a set of 3D VR TAC tests that were based on previous work 

(Woodward & Hargrove, 2019). Each test comprised one trial for each movement class (except 

‘no movement’) in each limb position. The test was repeated for each external load. 

At the start of each trial, a target hand posture appeared in one of the four limb positions. Once the 

subject moved their arm within 10 cm and 30∘ of the correct limb position, the trial timer and 

myoelectric controller were activated. They then had 20 seconds to use the controller to move their 

virtual hand into the correct posture and remain there for 2 consecutive seconds. Each target was 
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52.5∘  away from the starting position and had a width of 16∘ , corresponding to an index of 

difficulty of 2.10 bits (Fitts, 1954). Each target could be reached by using only one movement 

(hand open, wrist flexion, etc.). However, all trained DOF’s were controllable. If a movement error 

was made, the subject had to use other DOF’s to move back towards the target. 

 

Figure 2-3. Example of a TAC test trial from the subject’s view in the VR headset.  In this trial, the user had to 

straighten their arm out (P4) and move the blue hand into the red target hand using wrist flexion (left). When the 

blue and red hands matched, the arm turned green (right). 

2.3.6 Performance Evaluation 

We quantified controller performance using the following outcome measures: 

Completion rate (CR) – The percentage of trials that were successful within the allotted time limit. 

The trial was considered successful if they were able to remain in the target for 2 consecutive 

seconds. A completion rate of 100% meant that the subject was able to reach all targets. 

Movement efficacy (ME) – The percentage of movements in each trial that were made towards the 

target, scaled by the proportional control output as shown in the equations below. At each 
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timepoint (𝑛), given the current position of the virtual hand and the position of the target, we 

determined the class or classes (𝑐𝑛
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

) that needed to be activated to move the hand closer to the 

target. We summed the proportional control outputs (𝑝𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡) if their corresponding class output 

(𝑐𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡) matched 𝑐𝑛

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
. We then divided this value by the sum of all proportional control outputs 

when the hand is not at rest (𝑐𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0) or already in the target. This metric is an adaptation of path 

efficiency that considers the subject’s ability to correct previous erroneous movements (Simon et 

al., 2011). A movement efficacy of 100% meant that the subject was able to move straight to and 

stay in the target without activating any other DOFs. 

𝑝𝑛
𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = {

𝑝𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡, if 𝑐𝑛

𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝑐𝑛
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

0, if 𝑐𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0

0, else

 

𝑝𝑛
𝑎𝑙𝑙 = {

0, if 𝑐𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0

0, if in target

𝑝𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡, else

 

𝑀𝐸 = ∑
𝑝𝑛

𝑑𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝑝𝑛
𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑁

𝑛=1

× 100% 

Stopping efficacy (SE) – The percentage of time that the virtual hand was at rest when it was in 

the target. A stopping efficacy of 100% meant that the subject was able to stop as soon as they 

reached the target. 

Completion time (CT) – The time taken to complete each trial. For failed trials, the completion 

time was set to the time limit of 20 seconds. A lower completion time meant that the subject was 

able to reach the target faster. 
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2.3.7 Statistical Analyses 

ITL and AMP data were analyzed separately. First, we determined how limb position and load 

affected the outcomes of each training method. We fit general linear models using a deviation 

effect coding scheme with limb position, load and their interaction as fixed factors and subject as 

a random factor. For AMP subjects, we added fixed factors for the number of trained DOFs and 

its interactions with limb position and load. This was used to determine if the reduced number of 

DOFs for AMP3, 4, 5, and 6 significantly affected their results. We used multiway analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) to quantify the statistical significance of each factor. Next, post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons were performed using Tukey-Kramer tests to quantify performance changes between 

specific positions and loads. Finally, to determine whether training method significantly affected 

our results, we pooled data from both sessions and fit a model using limb position, load, training 

method, and their interactions as fixed factors and subject as a random factor. Again, we used 

multiway ANOVA to quantify the significance of each factor. All 𝑝-values were adjusted using 

the Holm method to account for the number of outcome measures. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Intact Limb Subjects 

Mixed model results for fixed effects are presented in Table 2-3, in which shaded cells indicate 

statistical significance. For both training methods, the interaction terms between limb position and 

load were not statistically significant for any outcome measure, suggesting that the effects were 

independent. Thus, we analyzed the limb position effect pooled across all loads and vice versa 

(Fig. 2-4). 
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Static Training 

Limb position significantly affected all outcome measures (𝑝 < 0.001). Depicted in Fig. 2-4, post-

hoc results showed significant differences between almost all positions. As expected, subjects had 

significantly better control in the trained position (P1) than in all untrained positions (mean CR ± 

standard error: 77.38 ± 4.41%). P3 yielded the next best results (50.40 ± 6.26%), while P2 (37.30 

± 7.31%) and P4 (39.29 ± 6.63%) produced similarly poor results. These trends were consistent 

across all outcome measures. 

Increasing the external load significantly decreased performance (𝑝 < 0.001). As shown in the 

pairwise comparison results in Fig. 2-4, completion rate, completion time, and movement efficacy 

were unaffected by the 400g load, but worsened with the 600g load. Stopping efficacy was the 

most sensitive to load, showing a significant decrease from 0g to 400g. 

Dynamic Training 

Based on Table 2-3, limb position effects were still statistically significant for most metrics (𝑝 ≤

0.014). However, dynamic training was able to significantly reduce these effects (𝑝 < 0.001). 

Limb position significantly affected completion rate, movement efficacy, and completion time, 

but not stopping efficacy (𝑝 = 0.361). Post-hoc results showed fewer statistically significant 

comparisons than the static training method. In particular, subjects performed equally between P1 

and P3 (94.44 ±  2.40%, 93.25 ±  1.95%) and between P2 and P4 (86.90 ±  2.77%, 89.29 ± 

2.88%). 

Dynamic training did not significantly reduce the effects of load on any outcome measure (𝑝 ≥

0.197 ). Increasing the load still significantly affected all metrics negatively ( 𝑝 ≤ 0.003 ). 
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Specifically, subjects generally performed significantly worse with the 600g load, but similarly 

with the 0g and 400g load. 

Overall, the dynamic training method significantly improved control when compared to the static 

training method (𝑝 < 0.001). Subjects completed 90.97 ± 2.10% of all trials with the dynamic 

training method, in contrast to 51.09 ±  4.93% with the static training method. Notably, the 

outcomes at each position from dynamic training were better than outcomes at P1 from static 

training (the idealized case where training and testing were completed in the same position). Paired 

t-tests showed that these differences were all statistically significant for stopping efficacy and 

completion time (𝑝 ≤ 0.042). Dynamic training also significantly improved completion rates (𝑝 ≤

0.021) at P1, P3, and P4 and movement efficacy (𝑝 ≤ 0.032) at P1 and P3 compared to P1 from 

static training. 

Table 2-3. Mixed Model Results for Intact Limb Subjects 

 

 
F-Value  p-Value 

CR ME SE CT  CR ME SE CT 

Static 

Training 

Limb Position 44.85 57.67 51.99 46.30  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Load 13.45 12.01 9.13 13.23  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Limb Position*Load 0.80 0.50 0.40 0.74  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Dynamic 

Training 

Limb Position 4.07 8.60 1.07 6.87  0.014 <0.001 0.361 <0.001 

Load 8.35 11.83 5.98 13.28  <0.001 <0.001 0.003 <0.001 

Limb Position*Load 1.13 1.70 1.42 1.25  0.613 0.469 0.613 0.613 

Overall 

Training Method 556.67 654.58 1065.37 664.46  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Training Method*Limb Position 21.19 21.52 16.40 15.48  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Training Method*Load 3.02 0.68 0.17 0.92  0.197 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Figure 2-4. Intact limb subject results.  Limb position (left) and load (right) significantly and independently affected 

controller performance regardless of training method. Dynamic training significantly mitigated limb position effects 

(and eliminated these effects in stopping efficacy), but did not reduce load effects. Overall, dynamic training 

significantly improved controller performance. Error bars represent standard errors. 

 

2.4.2 Amputee Subjects 

Mixed model results for fixed effects are presented in Table 2-4, in which shaded cells indicate 

statistical significance. Similar to the ITL results, all interaction terms between limb position and 

load were not statistically significant, indicating that the effects were independent. Thus, we 

analyzed the limb position effect pooled across all loads and vice versa (Fig. 2-5). 
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Static Training 

Limb position significantly affected completion rate (𝑝 = 0.004) for all AMP subjects. Even 

though training only occurred in P1, subjects had similar control performances in P1, P2, and P3 

(79.62 ± 8.42%, 76.85 ± 8.07%, 65.28 ± 12.08%). However, performance decreased in P4 (58.33 

± 14.13%). Limb position did not significantly affect movement efficacy (𝑝 = 0.064). 

As shown in Table 2-4, the effects of limb position on stopping efficacy and completion time 

depended on the number of trained DOFs ( 𝑝 ≤ 0.007 ). Hence, we evaluated these metrics 

separately for the two groups of AMP subjects. For 3DOF subjects, limb position affected the 

stopping efficacy and completion time at P4 (𝑝 ≤ 0.009). For 2DOF subjects, limb position only 

affected stopping efficacy (𝑝 = 0.020). 

Based on Fig. 2-5, increasing external load tended to decrease control performance. These changes 

were only statistically significant for movement efficacy (𝑝 = 0.029). 

Dynamic Training 

Limb position only significantly affected completion time (𝑝 = 0.034). Specifically, as shown in 

Fig. 2-5, subjects required more time to complete tasks in P4 compared to tasks in P1. Although 

dynamic training was able to eliminate position effects in all but one outcome measure, these 

changes were not statistically significant according to the interaction terms in Table 2-4 (𝑝 ≥

0.311). 

Similar to ITL results, dynamic training did not reduce the effects of load (𝑝 = 1.000). External 

load significantly affected stopping efficacy (𝑝 = 0.007) but did not affect any other metric. 
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According to the interaction terms in Table 2-4, the impact of the training method was different 

for 3DOF and 2DOF subjects (𝑝 ≤ 0.003). While dynamic training significantly improved overall 

control according to all metrics for 2DOF subjects (𝑝 < 0.001), it did not significantly affect 

control for 3DOF subjects (𝑝 ≥ 0.512). However, 3DOF subjects had good control even with the 

static training method; they completed 86.11 ± 5.56% of all trials with the static training method 

and 90.28 ± 6.94% with the dynamic training method. In contrast, 2DOF subjects completed 61.98 

± 12.19% with the static training method and 83.33 ± 8.02% with the dynamic training method. 

Again, the outcome measures resulting from dynamic training from all positions and loads were 

better or no different than the outcome measures from static training at P1 (the idealized case where 

training and testing were completed in the same limb position). However, unlike ITL subjects, 

these differences were not statistically significant. 

Table 2-4. Mixed Model Results for Amputee Subjects 

 
F-Value  p-Value 

CR ME SE CT  CR ME SE CT 

Static 

Training 

Limb Position 5.65 2.98    0.004 0.064   

      3DOF   5.13 10.42    0.009 <0.001 

      2DOF   4.20 2.11    0.020 0.101 

Load 3.01 5.01 2.99 1.71  0.150 0.029 0.150 0.182 

Limb Position*Load 1.79 1.02 1.41 0.90  0.401 0.825 0.636 0.825 

Limb Position*DOF 1.89 3.08 4.82 5.10  0.130 0.056 0.008 0.007 

Load*DOF 0.59 0.11 2.76 0.03  1.000 1.000 0.259 1.000 

Dynamic 

Training 

Limb Position 1.54 2.16 1.41 3.97  0.407 0.113 0.407 0.034 

Load 0.54 1.99 6.45 2.20  0.586 0.338 0.007 0.338 

Limb Position*Load 0.83 1.91 0.81 2.05  1.000 0.234 1.000 0.234 

Limb Position*DOF 0.95 3.65 0.86 0.57  1.000 0.509 1.000 1.000 

Load*DOF 0.07  0.01 1.43  1.000 0.109 1.000 0.721 

Overall 

Training Method          

      3DOF 1.29 1.38 0.99 2.33  0.722 0.722 0.722 0.512 

      2DOF 27.54 64.60 67.40 39.71  <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

Training Method*Limb Position 1.21 0.16 2.29 0.87  0.918 0.925 0.331 0.918 

Training Method*Load 0.82 0.44 0.22 0.03  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Training Method*DOF 9.16 22.19 20.51 10.36  0.003 <0.001 <0.001 0.003 
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Figure 2-5. Amputee subjects results.  When the controller was trained statically, limb position (left) significantly 

affected completion rate for all amputee subjects. Limb position affected completion time and stopping efficacy for 

subjects who used a 3DOF controller, and affected stopping efficacy for subjects who used a 2DOF controller. There 

were fewer differences between positions than in intact limb subjects. When dynamic training was used, limb position 

only affected the completion time of P4. Although dynamic training reduced limb position effects, this change was 

not statistically significant. Increasing the load (right) significantly decreased movement efficacy and stopping 

efficacy. Overall, training dynamically significantly improved controller performance. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

Previous work showed that limb position impacted offline PR classification rates in ITL 

(Betthauser et al., 2018; A Fougner et al., 2011; Khushaba et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014; E. Scheme 

et al., 2011) and AMP populations (Y. Geng, Zhou, et al., 2012; L. Chen, Y. Geng, 2011) as well 
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as real-time outcome measures in ITL subjects (Betthauser et al., 2018; Khushaba et al., 2014; 

Woodward & Hargrove, 2019). However, real-time limb position effects were minor in AMP 

subjects when the residual limb was unloaded (Woodward & Hargrove, 2019). These effects were 

not well understood and it was unknown how they would change if the residual limb was loaded. 

In this study, we addressed this gap by evaluating the effects of limb position and load on real-

time PR control in ITL and AMP subjects. We also evaluated if a dynamic training method, 

adapted from (Ashkan Radmand et al., 2014; Woodward & Hargrove, 2019; D. Yang et al., 2017), 

would be able to mitigate these effects. 

We found that limb position and load independently affected control for all subjects. Furthermore, 

the dynamic training method significantly improved controller performance compared to the static 

training method. This was expected because the dynamic training method encompassed more of 

the test workspace and increased training data variability. There were notable differences between 

each subject population. 

Intact Limb Subjects 

The results from the ITL subjects were consistent with previous findings showing that controllers 

were significantly affected by limb position when trained statically. All positions had significantly 

worse results compared to the position in which the controller was trained (P1). Subjects had the 

most difficulty in positions where elbow stabilization required more effort (P2 and P4). Many often 

commented that the controller “drifted” towards wrist supination. This was likely caused by 

increased activity in the brachioradialis, which assists with elbow flexion and also controls forearm 

pronation/supination. Although several other forearm muscles help with elbow flexion, the 

brachioradialis provides the most assistance. It is also more superficial and just distal to the elbow, 
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close to where the electrodes were located. In extended elbow positions, this drift may have also 

been caused by changes in supinator activity. The drift was less noticeable in the dynamic sessions, 

suggesting that moving the arm throughout the workspace during training accounted for the 

changes in brachioradialis and supinator activity due to elbow flexion. 

Even though dynamic training significantly improved results, limb position still impacted control, 

albeit in a less substantial way. Specifically, the completion rate range between limb positions in 

the static session was 40.08%, while the range from the dynamic session was 7.54%. Therefore, 

although it was not eliminated, the limb position effect was reduced significantly when the 

controllers were trained dynamically. 

Notably, stopping efficacy was not affected by limb position after dynamic training. Previous work 

found that external loads increased baseline muscle activity and affected the classification of ‘no 

movement’ (Cipriani et al., 2012). By training with a load and with arm movements, we increased 

the threshold of the ‘no movement’ class and reduced the likelihood of triggering unwanted 

movements in all limb positions. 

Amputee Subjects 

The results from the AMP subjects did not reiterate all the trends seen in ITL subjects or previous 

studies with offline analyses. P4 was the only limb position that significantly diminished controller 

performance, as opposed to P2, P3, and P4 in ITL subjects. AMP subjects were able to complete 

58.33% of the trials in P4 in the static session. Although this was the worst completion rate for 

AMP subjects, it was still better than ITL subject performance in P2, P3, and P4. Similar 

differences between subject populations were observed during offline prediction of kinematics 

(Ning Jiang et al., 2013). These findings may be explained by the anatomical differences described 
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in the introduction and the cited work. Unlike in ITL subjects, forearm muscles in AMP subjects 

were only affected by elbow joint moments. When the elbow was extended straight out (P4), the 

moment across it was maximized. This, in turn, influenced activation patterns that involved the 

brachioradialis and the supinator, thus reducing controllability. These changes may have been 

more extreme in ITL subjects because they also had to support wrist moments created by the 

weight of an intact hand. 

Dynamic training eliminated all the effects of P4 for all metrics except completion time. Although 

we instructed subjects to flex and extend their elbow and shoulder during the dynamic training 

method, we did not enforce strict movements. Consequently, subjects had a tendency to stay within 

more comfortable positions during training and avoided straightening their arm out (P4). In the 

future, a more controlled training protocol that requires subjects to keep their arm straight out 

could be imposed. Alternatively, users could be instructed on how to compensate for residual limb 

loading by calibrating in the regions that are important for prosthesis usage (e.g. prosthesis guided 

recalibration (Simon et al., 2012). We believe that these training methods would be sufficient to 

mitigate the effects of limb position. 

Although there was a performance decrease as load increased, these changes were, for the most 

part, not statistically significant. Many of these subjects were consistent prosthesis-users and were 

therefore accustomed to supporting loads on their residual limb. However, given that we tested 

only three loads, more research is required to determine precisely how limb loading can impact 

performance as weights increase. 
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2.5.1 Limitations and Future Work 

One of the major limitations of this study was the influence of muscle fatigue. Although we 

allowed subjects to take frequent breaks, many remarked that the weight began to feel heavier over 

time. As fatigue set in, subjects had difficulty keeping their arm in the correct limb position, thus 

affecting test metrics such as completion rate and time. Therefore, changes in these metrics may 

not solely have been caused by changes in myoelectric control performance. Fatigue may have 

also affected the repeatability of control signals, which would have been apparent in the movement 

and stopping efficacy metrics. 

Although we found statistical significance in some results, we do not know how this correlates to 

clinical or functional significance. The TAC test requires a level of precision that may be more 

than what is necessary for prosthesis usage in many tasks. For example, the virtual hand needs to 

stop halfway between opening and closing, which may be necessary when grasping a delicate 

object, but not required for many other objects. Hence, statistically significant effects on TAC test 

metrics may not be clinically significant. Future work should extend this work to include functional 

tests that are more clinically applicable. 

Furthermore, we only had six AMP subjects. There was a wide range of skill levels; some subjects 

had participated in many previous experiments while others had never used PR before. With the 

small sample size and large variance, AMP subject data had lower statistical power than ITL 

subject data. This may explain the statistical differences between AMP and ITL subjects. However, 

as previously mentioned, statistical significance does not imply clinical significance. 

Four AMP subjects used a 2DOF controller while all other subjects used a 3DOF controller. We 

found that this significantly impacted the limb position effect on stopping efficacy and completion 
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time. With more decision boundaries, the 3DOF controller may have been more susceptible to 

misclassifications. This may have been exacerbated by limb position and load, resulting in bigger 

effects. Subjects who used the 2DOF controller also had fewer trials and may have experienced 

less fatigue. Nonetheless, the limb position effect in both AMP groups were still different from 

that in ITL groups. 

Our conclusions were also limited by the number of limb positions and loads that were tested. By 

constraining the limb positions to the sagittal plane, we isolated the effects of shoulder and elbow 

flexion/extension on controller performance. However, control may also be affected by limb 

positions that require abduction/adduction, humeral rotation, and other DOF’s. Furthermore, we 

chose to limit our heaviest load to 600g to prevent fatigue. In reality, individuals may use heavier 

prostheses or carry larger objects. Although we did not find any significant interactions between 

limb position and load, this result may not hold with different limb positions and heavier loads. 

Since we only used PR-based controllers, we may not be able to generalize our conclusions to 

other myoelectric controllers. However, our AMP subject results were consistent with the results 

from studies with regression-based controllers (Janne M. Hahne et al., 2018; Hwang et al., 2017). 

Specifically, both studies found that real-time control in AMP subjects was mainly affected by the 

‘arm out’ position (P4). Our load effects were larger than the effects on a musculoskeletal model-

based controller (Pan et al., 2018). However, they did not include wrist rotation, which was the 

most affected DOF in our study. 

Finally, our electrode and load-bearing setup was not representative of a typical socket with 

embedded dry electrodes. With a clinically prescribed socket, different limb positions and loads 

may cause electrode shift or liftoff. Even though it may not have accurately reflected real-world 
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conditions, we chose to use our setup so that we could isolate the physiological effects of limb 

position and load. Although ITL subjects used dry electrodes, we ensured that the armbands were 

worn tightly and that the electrodes did not shift throughout the experiment. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this study, we evaluated the effects of limb position, load, and training method on real-time 

pattern recognition control in intact limb and amputee subjects. We showed that limb position and 

load significantly and independently affect controller performance when static training is used. 

However, these effects are different in AMP subjects and ITL subjects and may not be as 

pronounced as previous offline results have shown. This highlights the importance of testing 

controllers in real-time with their intended end user. We also showed that increasing external loads 

diminishes controllability, although these changes may not be statistically significant in AMP 

subjects. Finally, dynamic training reduces the effects of limb position but not load and 

substantially improves overall controller performance. In the future, the dynamic training method 

should be adapted to require more training with the arm straight out, since this was found to be the 

most problematic position. 
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3 Data Augmentation and Deep Learning Techniques to Improve Interface 

Noise Tolerance of Myoelectric Pattern Recognition Controllers  

3.1 Abstract 

Background: Clinically available myoelectric PR controllers deteriorate under conditions that 

generate interface noise, such as electrode liftoff or wire failure. Previous solutions relied on 

additional processing steps like signal denoising and controller adaptation to mitigate these 

negative effects. However, there are no clinically practical controllers that are inherently robust to 

interface noise. This paper investigated the use of data-driven methods to build clinically practical, 

noise tolerant PR control strategies for transradial prostheses. 

Methods: We developed a data augmentation protocol to increase training data variability and two 

deep neural networks (MLP and CNN) to compress six-channel EMG inputs to a latent space that 

is linearly separable and robust to noise. We evaluated seven gesture classification strategies – 

four were trained on standard training data sets (LDA, LDA-, MLP-LDA, CNN-LDA) and three 

were trained on augmented training data sets (LDA+, MLP-LDA+, CNN-LDA+). LDA, LDA+, 

and LDA- used LDA classifiers to classify time domain EMG features while MLP-LDA, MLP-

LDA+, CNN-LDA, and CNN-LDA+ aligned the features to the MLP and CNN latent spaces 

before classifying them with LDA classifiers. Using data from fourteen intact limb subjects and 

seven below-elbow amputee subjects, we computed the classification accuracies on clean signals 

and signals that had interface noise in up to four channels. 

Results: Compared to the baseline LDA method, LDA+ and MLP-LDA+ significantly increased 

classification accuracy on noisy data but decreased accuracy on clean data. On the other hand, 

LDA- and CNN-LDA+ improved noise tolerance while maintaining high performance with clean 

data.  
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Conclusion: The CNN-LDA+ classification strategy is robust to multichannel interface noise and 

can improve the reliability and usability of PR-based upper limb prostheses. 

3.2 Background 

Major upper limb amputations cause impairments that inhibit basic activities of daily living 

such as eating and dressing (Cordella et al., 2016). Myoelectric prostheses have the potential to 

restore some lost functionality, thereby helping users to regain their independence and improve 

their quality of life. Commercial devices employ two main types of control systems: amplitude-

based direct control and pattern recognition (PR) control.  

Direct control uses electromyographic (EMG) signals measured from agonist-antagonist 

muscle pairs to control prosthesis movements (Williams et al., 2004). Each muscle pair activates 

one degree-of-freedom (DOF); thus, the dexterity of a direct controlled prosthesis is limited by the 

number of distinct muscle sites that can be individually contracted. Although co-contractions can 

be used to toggle between DOFs, this renders the control method less intuitive. Furthermore, while 

direct control is reliable, it requires manual tuning to accommodate the unique muscle anatomies 

of each user.  

PR control methods measure EMG signals from an array of electrodes and learn the 

patterns of muscle activity that correspond to intended movements (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003; 

Hudgins et al., 1993; Parker et al., 2006). Typically, PR controllers use a classifier to classify 

descriptive features extracted from windowed EMG signals. Use of linear discriminant analysis 

(LDA) classifiers is common as they are computationally simple to train and implement (Coapt 

LLC, n.d.; Ottobock, n.d.; Simon et al., 2019). PR control has been shown to improve functional 

outcomes for prosthesis users, provided the EMG interface is stable and the signals are repeatable 

(L. J. Hargrove et al., 2013). 
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However, regular usage of myoelectric prosthesis gives rise to various sources of signal 

disturbances that degrade classification accuracy (Chowdhury et al., 2013; De Luca et al., 2010; 

Kyranou et al., 2018; E. J. Scheme & Englehart, 2011; Simon et al., 2012; Zhang & Huang, 2015). 

Changes in residual limb volume, limb position, and socket loading can cause electrodes to 

intermittently lose contact with the skin. Signal abnormalities stemming from electrode or wire 

failures also occur with prolonged prosthesis use (Levi Hargrove et al., 2018; Miller et al., 2020; 

Simon et al., 2012). Interface noise in just one channel is often detrimental to the accuracy of PR 

control strategies, rendering the device unusable until it can be recalibrated (Simon et al., 2012; 

Zhang & Huang, 2015). 

Previous studies have proposed several approaches to resolve the effects of interface noise. 

For example, signal processing algorithms can be used to denoise affected channels before 

classification (De Luca et al., 2010; Fraser et al., 2011; Maier et al., 2018; Ortolan et al., 2003; 

Phinyomark et al., 2009; Powar et al., 2018; Reaz et al., 2006; Rehbaum & Farina, 2015). The 

generalizability of these methods is limited, however, as most focus on filtering out periodic noise 

(eg. electrical noise) and do not address the effects of intermittent noise signals (Phinyomark et 

al., 2020). Another approach uses control strategies that adjust their classifier parameters to adapt 

to changes in EMG signals (Sensinger et al., 2009; Stachaczyk et al., 2020; Tommasi et al., 2013). 

Of note is a fast-retraining LDA method that detects and removes noisy channels before 

recalibrating its weights (Zhang & Huang, 2015). Though they can increase classification 

accuracy, these adaptive control methods require additional processing steps during classification.  

One promising solution exploits the signal redundancies across EMG channels to build a 

classifier that is inherently robust to interface noise. Since surface electrodes measure diffuse 

muscle activity, an array of surface EMG signals contains overlapping neural information. These 
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redundant signals can therefore be compressed into a low-dimensional manifold that retains 

discriminative features and is less sensitive to input disturbances (Gazzoni et al., 2004; Ison & 

Artemiadis, 2014; N. Jiang et al., 2009; Teh & Hargrove, 2021). Using this concept, prior works 

have employed spatial filtering, linear factorization, and data fusion to build robust classifiers 

(Janne Mathias Hahne et al., 2012; López et al., 2009; Muceli et al., 2014). However, these 

examples used setups that are not yet clinically practical (eg. high-definition EMG arrays). 

To train an accurate PR controller, it is essential that the training data typifies signals in 

real scenarios. For example, performing dynamic arm movements during training data collection 

instead of maintaining a static position significantly improves LDA classification performance 

across different limb positions (Anders Fougner et al., 2011; Teh & Hargrove, 2020). By 

increasing training data variability, classifiers are encouraged learn discriminative features that are 

consistent across sources of variance, thus preventing overfitting. However, it is a challenge to 

physically collect enough data to sufficiently represent realistic scenarios. To alleviate the burden 

of extensive training data collection, data augmentation can be used to artificially introduce 

variability in a systematic manner (Hu et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019; Shorten & Khoshgoftaar, 

2019; D. Yang et al., 2021). 

As the variance of the training data increases and the data become more complex, simple 

linear classifiers may not be equipped to adequately model hidden structures. Deep learning 

models are known for their ability to learn complex nonlinear relationships within large datasets. 

Specifically, deep encoders can find invariant features across noisy high-dimensional inputs and 

compress them into robust low-dimensional latent subspaces (Lecun, 1987). A desirable 

characteristic of these manifolds learned from noisy data is that large disturbances in the input 

have minimal effects on their latent representations. Depending on the model’s loss function, the 
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latent space can be optimized for a specific objective, such as reconstructing or classifying the 

input. 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are another useful deep learning tool. CNNs are 

commonly used for image processing applications where the relative locations of pixels are crucial 

to the underlying structure. While sequential neural networks use flattened vectors as inputs and 

process all input pixels the same way, CNNs allow multidimensional input matrices and use 

kernels to process pixels based on their locality. This emphasizes the local structure of the data 

and regularizes the model through sparsity of connections and shared parameters (Holden et al., 

2015; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Lecun & Bengio, 1995). Thus, CNNs are well-equipped to 

disentangle EMG signal redundancies, which are dependent on electrode locations (Ameri et al., 

2019; Atzori et al., 2016; W. Geng et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2019; W. Yang et al., 2019).  

The objective of this study was to develop a clinically feasible, noise-tolerant myoelectric 

PR controller that classifies hand and wrist movements. To that end, we explored the use of data 

augmentation and deep learning techniques to uncover a latent subspace in which movement 

classes are separable and robust to interface noise. We trained seven gesture classification 

strategies and evaluated their performances on normal EMG data and EMG data that contained up 

to four channels of interface noise. These strategies included LDA algorithms that classified time 

domain EMG features and LDA algorithms that classified latent EMG variables computed by an 

MLP and a CNN. We hypothesized that the CNN classification strategy trained with augmented 

data would be the most accurate non-adaptive classifier across all noise conditions because it 

preserves spatial dependencies and contains nonlinearities. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the experimental protocol, 

classification schemes, data analysis, and statistical measures in the methods section. Next, we 
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present the offline performances of the gesture classification strategies, latent representation plots, 

and classifier computation time in the results section. Thereafter, we discuss the implications of 

and possible explanations for the results, as well as the limitations of the study. Finally, this paper 

finishes with summarized findings and concluding thoughts. 

3.3 Methods 

The following experiment was approved by the Northwestern Institutional Review Board. 

Fourteen individuals with intact limbs (ITL) and seven individuals with below-elbow amputations 

(AMP, Table 3-1) participated in this study after providing written informed consent. Due to partial 

data loss, results from one ITL participant and one AMP participant were excluded from the final 

analysis.  

Table 3-1 Amputee Subject Demographics 

Subject Age Gender Time Since 

Amputation 

Level Of 

Amputation 

DOFs 

Controlled 

AMP1 73 M 32 years Transradial 3DOF 

AMP2 33 M 5 years Wrist disarticulation 3DOF 

AMP3 65 M 6 years Transradial 2DOF 

AMP4 56 M 40 years Transradial 2DOF 

AMP5 48 M 11 months Transradial 2DOF 

AMP6 19 M 10 months Transradial 2DOF 

3.3.1 Experimental Setup 

For ITL participants (Fig. 3-1a), six channels of EMG signals were collected using dry 

stainless-steel bipolar electrodes (Motion Control Inc.) that were embedded in an adjustable 

armband. The electrodes were equally spaced around the subject’s right arm, with the reference 

electrode positioned just distal to the olecranon. An HTC Vive tracker was attached to the dorsal 

side of the armband and used to track the participant’s limb position. Participants also wore an 

orthosis around the wrist and hand to promote isometric contractions that would more closely 
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resemble amputee contractions. Finally, a 400g weight was attached to the distal end of the orthosis 

to simulate the weight of a prosthesis.  

Due to the unique size and anatomy of each residual limb, dry electrode setups that are not 

specifically customized for an amputee are prone to electrode liftoff. Hence, we used wet 

electrodes for AMP participants to prevent unwanted interface noise (Fig. 3-1b). Six channels of 

EMG signals were collected using adhesive Ag/AgCl bipolar electrodes (Bio-Medical 

Instruments) that were secured under a silicone liner. The electrodes were equally spaced around 

the subject’s residual limb and the reference electrode was placed just distal to the olecranon. An 

adjustable lightweight frame was fastened around the residual limb and lengthened to match the 

subject’s intact limb length. A 400g weight was attached to the distal end of the frame to simulate 

the weight of a prosthesis. 

3.3.2 Data Collection Protocol 

All data collection was conducted in an HTC Vive virtual reality environment (Fig. 3-1c). Each 

participant collected a training data set and a test data set during one experimental session. EMG 

signals were sampled at a rate of 1 kHz, band-pass filtered between 70-300 Hz, and segmented 

into 200 ms windows in 25 ms increments. In addition to a hardware gain of 2 and a software gain 

of 1000, there were channel-specific software gains that were customized for each subject. These 

channel gains were calculated by scaling the signals in each channel to span the output range of -

5V to 5V. Although the channel gains were calculated using the training data set alone, they were 

applied to the training and test data sets. 

To collect training data, the subject performed hand and wrist gestures while moving their arm 

around the workspace. This simple training protocol has been shown to achieve high real-time 

performance (Anders Fougner et al., 2011; Teh & Hargrove, 2020). All ITL subjects and two AMP 
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subjects completed seven gestures (rest, wrist flexion/extension, wrist pronation/supination, hand 

open/close), corresponding to a 3DOF controller. Based on clinician input and to minimize fatigue, 

the remaining four AMP participants completed five gestures (rest, wrist pronation/supination, 

hand open/close), corresponding to a 2DOF controller. Each gesture was held for 2.5 seconds and 

repeated five times, resulting in 12.5 seconds (500 overlapping windows) of clean training 

examples per gesture.  

To collect test data, the subject performed the trained hand and wrist gestures in four limb 

positions (Fig. 3-3a). Each gesture was held for 2.5 seconds and repeated five times. Therefore, 

each participant had 50 seconds (2000 overlapping windows) of clean test data for each gesture.  

 

Figure 3-1. Experimental setups for (a) intact limb participants and (b) amputee participants. (c) Virtual reality 

environment used for data collection. 
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3.3.3 Offline Analyses 

After EMG data collection, all further analyses were conducted offline on a Windows 10 laptop 

computer with 16GB RAM, an Intel Core i7-9850H CPU at 2.60GHz, and a 4GB NVIDIA Quadro 

T1000 GPU. These analyses included training data augmentation, training five gesture 

classification strategies, testing those strategies, and statistical evaluations.  

3.3.4 Training Data Augmentation 

We constructed an augmented training data set by systematically corrupting up to four EMG 

channels in copies of the original raw training signals (Fig. 3-2). The augmented data set can be 

divided into five subsets, each containing a different number of corrupted channels (0 to 4). The 

subset with zero corrupted channels was simply a copy of the original training data set. For each 

of the remaining subsets, we first created a reference subset composed of two copies of the original 

training data set. We partitioned the reference subset into 6Cn segments, designating a distinct 

combination of channels for each segment. We then evenly distributed 12 types of synthetic noise 

into the designated channel combinations. These synthetic noise types included flatlining, in which 

the signal was completely attenuated to 0V, five levels of Gaussian noise centered at 0V (σ = 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5V), five levels of 60 Hz noise (amplitude = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5V), and a randomized mixture of all 

noise types. In summary, the augmented training data set was nine times the size of the original 

training data set and contained 12 types of synthetic noise in all combinations of zeros to four 

channels.  
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Figure 3-2. The augmented data set  contained one copy of the original training data and eight copies of the training 

data that were synthetically corrupted in up to four channels. The steps to create an augmented data subset with n 

corrupted channels were as follows: (1) Two copies of the original training data were made. (2) The data were 

partitioned into 6Cn equal segments, with each segment containing a distinct combination of n corrupted channels. 

(3) These channels were augmented by adding 60Hz noise (amplitude = 1-5V), adding Gaussian noise (µ = 0, σ = 1-

5V), attenuating to zero, or a random permutation of the aforementioned. 

3.3.5 Gesture Classification Strategies 

Seven gesture classification strategies were trained and evaluated in this study. Before we 

trained the algorithms, four time-domain features were extracted from the training data sets: mean 

absolute value, waveform length, zero crossings, and slope sign changes (Hudgins et al., 1993). 

Traditional LDA Classifiers 

Three control methods were based on the traditional LDA classifier algorithm.  

1. Baseline LDA (LDA) – To act as the baseline model, an LDA classifier was trained with 

the original training data set. This algorithm is used in most clinically available PR systems 

and therefore demonstrates what current prosthesis users experience.  
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2. Augmented LDA (LDA+) – To investigate how data augmentation affects the reliability 

of a standard LDA algorithm, we trained an LDA classifier with the augmented training 

data set.  

3. Adaptive LDA (LDA-) – To provide a benchmark for adaptive solutions, we implemented 

an existing fast-retraining LDA classifier that was shown to successfully reduce the effects 

of interface noise offline and in real-time (Zhang & Huang, 2015). This system used an 

automatic fault detector to detect channels that contained signal noise, then removed the 

noisy EMG channels and adjusted the LDA weights to match the new channel 

configuration. For our simplified implementation, we omitted the fault detector module 

and used the noise label ground truth to simulate a perfect fault detector, thus providing the 

best-case scenario for the adaptive method.  

First, we trained an LDA classifier with the original training data set and stored the class 

mean and covariance matrices. When classifying a noisy sample, we first removed the 

noisy channels from the input vector to form a reduced input vector. Then, we remove the 

rows and columns in the mean and covariance matrices corresponding to the noisy 

channels. We used these mean and covariance matrices to calculate new weights for the 

LDA classifier, which then classified the reduced input vectors. When there were no noisy 

channels, the LDA- classifier was identical to the baseline LDA classifier. 

Neural Network-Aligned Classifiers 

The remaining four classification strategies comprised two stages: a latent encoder network 

that aligned the EMG inputs to a low-dimensional manifold and an LDA classifier that classified 

these latent variables (Fig. 3-3d). Two strategies used a multilayer perceptron network (MLP-

LDA, MLP-LDA+) while the other two used a convolutional neural network (CNN-LDA, CNN-
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LDA+). We chose to classify the latent variables using LDA classifiers instead of the neural 

networks’ linear classifier layer to maintain a consistent classifier across all classification 

strategies. This allowed us to compare the LDA components across strategies and visualize the 

class separability in the latent spaces. Both models were implemented using Keras 2.3.1 with the 

Tensorflow backend (Chollet & others, 2015).  

We used five-fold cross-validation to tune model hyperparameters (Table 3-2). To avoid 

overlapping training and validation data, each fold corresponded to one gesture repetition. We 

based the initial model architectures and hyperparameters on similar work that used deep 

convolutional networks for prosthesis control. Then, we performed manual tuning with a 

coordinate descent method starting with the learning rate, followed by (Bengio, 2012; Hu et al., 

2019). After the hyperparameters were determined, we trained the final models with the entire 

augmented training data set. 

The networks were trained using the Adam optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.001 

and mini-batch gradient descent with 30 training epochs and a batch size of 128 (Kingma & Ba, 

2015). To accelerate training time, we used a minmax scaler to standardize the input features 

between [0,1] and applied batch normalization after each hidden layer (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015). 

To encourage sparsity, L1 regularization (λ = 1e-5) was applied to all hidden layers (Ng, 2004). 

Table 3-2. List of Hyperparameter Values for MLP and CNN 

Hyperparameter Value 

Adam optimizer β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.900, ε = 1e-7 

Learning rate 0.001 

Mini batch size 128 

Training epochs 30 

L1 regularization λ = 1e-5 

Loss function Categorical crossentropy 
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4. Multilayer perceptron-aligned LDA (MLP-LDA) – Using the original training data, we 

trained a fully connected five-layer neural network (Fig. 3-3b) to take in a 24 by 1 EMG 

feature vector and output a 4 by 1 latent feature vector zmlp and a predicted gesture label 

ŷmlp.   

The first four hidden layers aligned the EMG inputs to the latent space. We applied ReLU 

activation functions after the first three layers and a linear activation function after the 

fourth layer (Nair & Hinton, 2010). Based on our cross-validation results, we found that 

classification accuracy improved as the dimensionality of the latent space increased but 

began to plateau after a dimensionality of 4. Thus, we set the latent dimension to 4.  

The last hidden layer in the MLP was a linear classifier that used a softmax activation 

function to classify the latent features. The network was trained to minimize the categorical 

cross entropy loss between the predicted class and the ground truth, thus optimizing linear 

separability between movement classes in the latent space.  

We trained an LDA classifier with the latent features of the augmented data set and used it 

in tandem with the MLP network to form the MLP-LDA classification strategy (Fig. 3-3d). 

During classification, the EMG input vectors were passed through the MLP encoder to 

compute the latent features zmlp, which were then fed to the LDA classifier to obtain gesture 

predictions. 

In total, the MLP had 1267 trainable parameters.  

5. Augmented MLP-LDA (MLP-LDA+) – We trained the MLP-LDA model (Fig. 3-3) with 

the augmented training data set to examine the effects of data augmentation on an MLP-

based classification strategy. 
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6. Convolutional neural network-aligned LDA (CNN-LDA) – We trained a CNN (Fig. 3-3c) 

on the original training data set with the same objectives as the MLP: to output a 4 by 1 

EMG latent feature vector zcnn and a predicted gesture label ŷcnn.  

While the inputs for the previous classifiers were 24 by 1 feature vectors, the CNN input 

was a 6 by 4 feature matrix, corresponding to the 6 EMG channels and 4 time-domain 

features. This enabled the 2-dimensional convolutional layers to exploit the spatial 

relationships between EMG channels and learn more robust latent representations.  

The first five hidden layers served as the encoder, starting with two convolutional layers 

with ReLU activation functions. Then, we flattened the output of the convolutional layers 

before passing it through two sequential layers with a ReLU and a linear activation 

function, respectively. Thus, the latent encoder modules of the CNN and MLP each had 

three ReLU functions and one linear function. Like the MLP, the latent space had a 

dimensionality of 4.  

The last layer of the CNN classified the latent feature vector zcnn using a softmax activation 

function. The CNN was trained to minimize the categorical cross entropy loss between the 

predicted class and the ground truth, once again to encourage linear separability between 

the class latent representations. 

Finally, we trained an LDA classifier with the augmented training data set after it was 

aligned by the CNN. The CNN-LDA classification strategy (Fig. 3-3d) used the CNN 

encoder to compute latent variables zcnn which were then classified with the LDA classifier. 

In total, the CNN had 12999 trainable parameters.  
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7. Augmented CNN-LDA (CNN-LDA+) – We trained the CNN-LDA model (Fig. 3-3) with 

the augmented training data set to examine the effects of data augmentation on a CNN-

based classification strategy. 

 

Figure 3-3 Details of training protocol and neural networks.  (a) To increase test data variability, participants 

completed wrist and hand gestures in four arm positions. Network architectures for the (b) MLP and (c) CNN models, 

where f = number of filters, k = kernel size, and s = stride length. (d) The MLP-LDA and CNN-LDA models used 

neural networks to compute EMG latent features that were classified by LDA classifiers. The MLP-LDA+ and CNN-

LDA+ utilized the same architecture but were trained with a different data set. 

3.3.6 Evaluation 

To evaluate control performance and robustness, we calculated the offline accuracies of each 

gesture classification strategies on clean and noisy test data. Since it was impractical and 

challenging to introduce interface noise in a controlled manner during data collection, we 

constructed noisy test data offline by fusing the original test raw signals with examples from a real 

noise database.  

Real Noise Database 
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The effects of four noise types were investigated in this study: broken wires, moving 

broken wires, contact artifacts, and loose electrodes. A database containing 25 seconds (1000 

overlapping windows) of each type was collected from one ITL subject (Fig. 3-4). Since the 

housing of the armband prevented access to individual electrodes, this database was recorded using 

the wet electrode setup. Although all six channels were recorded, only the affected noisy channel 

was stored in the database. 

To simulate the broken wire and moving broken wire conditions, one wire was cut at the 

connection point between the wire and the electrode. For the broken wire condition, the subject 

maintained a 90-degree angle at the elbow throughout data collection. For the moving broken wire 

condition, the subject moved their arm around freely in a workspace that contained sources of 

electrical noise, such as monitors and laptops. For the contact artifact condition, the electrode was 

tapped approximately every 200 ms. Finally, for the loose electrode condition, the electrode was 

peeled off and gently shifted around the surface of the subject’s skin throughout signal recording.  

Fusion of Test Signals and Real Noise  

We constructed four noisy test sets, each containing a distinct number of noisy EMG 

channels (1 to 4 channels). Each noisy set started as a copy of the clean test raw signals. We then 

systematically superimposed pseudorandomized samples from the real noise database onto the 

copy, ensuring that all combinations of affected channels and noise types were equally represented. 

To maintain signal amplification consistency, the subject-specific channel gains were applied to 

the noise windows according to the channels with which they were being fused. Signals were then 

truncated to stay within the output range of [-5V, 5V]. Finally, we extracted the four time-domain 

features from the noisy test signals. 
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Figure 3-4. Examples from the real noise database fused with a clean EMG signal. 

3.3.7 Statistical Analyses 

The statistical analyses were conducted separately for ITL and AMP populations. We used 

linear mixed effects models to evaluate the statistical effects of each control algorithm with respect 

to the baseline LDA method. Initially, we fit a model with classification accuracy as the response 

variable, the classification strategy (LDA, LDA+, LDA-, MLP-LDA, CNN-LDA, MLP-LDA+, 

CNN-LDA+), number of noisy electrodes (0-4), and their interactions as fixed factors, and the 

subject identifier as a random factor. Statistical significance was judged based on a significance 

level of 𝛼 = 0.05. If the interaction factors were statistically significant, the data were separated by 

the number of noisy electrodes. These data subsets were used to fit five new models that each had 

the classification strategy as a fixed factor and subject identifier as a random factor. We used the 

Bonferroni method to correct for multiple comparisons.  

 

3.4 Results 

The classification accuracies of the seven classifiers and summary of the statistical models 

are shown in Fig. 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5. Average classification accuracies and differences from baseline LDA accuracies for (a) intact limb 

participants and (b) amputee participants. Note: MLP-LDA is obscured by LDA due to their similar results. 

Interface noise degrades LDA accuracy  

Under standard conditions, the baseline LDA classifier decoded gestures with average 

accuracies of 79.92 ± 1.14% and 78.10 ± 1.66% for ITL and AMP participants respectively. When 

noise was present in just one channel, the accuracies dropped to 61.55 ± 0.98% and 41.74 ± 1.62%, 

demonstrating that a minor change in input signals can have a large impact on control performance, 
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particularly for AMP subjects. As the number of corrupted channels increased, the accuracy 

continued to decrease. 

Data augmentation increases noise tolerance, but often at a cost 

For the AMP population, augmenting the training data set with synthetic noise increased 

the robustness of all classifiers. Compared to the 36.36% drop in baseline LDA accuracy between 

the noiseless and single channel conditions, LDA+ accuracy decreased by only 4.19%. 

Consequently, the LDA+ method significantly outperformed the baseline LDA method for all 

noisy conditions (p < 0.001). However, with an accuracy of 59.12 ± 1.79%, the LDA+ algorithm 

was also significantly worse at classifying clean signals compared to the baseline LDA algorithm 

(p < 0.001). Similarly, noise robustness improved from MLP-LDA to MLP-LDA+ and CNN-LDA 

to CNN-LDA+. Like the conventional LDA algorithms, using augmented training data with the 

MLP-LDA models also reduced classification accuracy on clean signals. In contrast, CNN-LDA+ 

maintained its high accuracy on clean data. 

The effects of data augmentation on MLP-LDA+ and CNN-LDA+ were reiterated in the 

ITL population. However, the trends for the LDA+ classifier were different. We found that the 

LDA+ outcomes were significantly worse compared to those of the baseline LDA classifier for the 

noiseless and single channel noise conditions (p < 0.001), but not significantly different for the 

remaining noisy conditions. 

Augmented neural network models outperform non-adaptive LDA algorithms 

Generally, the neural network-aligned methods trained with the augmented data set 

improved overall outcomes compared to all non-adaptive LDA methods. Across all test sets, MLP-

LDA+ had average accuracies of 64.84% (ITL) and 58.88% (AMP), which were 18.72% and 

7.73% higher than LDA+ accuracies. MLP-LDA+ also improved classification of noisy signals by 
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15.77% (ITL) and 25.22% (AMP) compared to the baseline LDA classifier. However, there were 

statistically significant drops in accuracy on clean signals (ITL: 6.13%, AMP: 6.18%). Thus, at 

best, MLP-LDA+ had a 73.78 ± 0.99% accuracy for ITL subjects and a 71.92 ± 1.72% accuracy 

for AMP subjects. 

In contrast, the CNN-LDA+ strategy significantly improved classification of noisy EMG 

signals (p < 0.001) without decreasing accuracy on clean EMG signals (p = 1.000). CNN-LDA+ 

classified normal signals with an accuracy of 80.25 ± 1.21% (ITL) and 78.91 ± 1.89% (AMP), 

exhibiting the best performances across all five gesture classification strategies. Unsurprisingly, 

these accuracies decreased as noise was introduced into the system. However, CNN-LDA+ scored 

65.52 ± 0.90 % (ITL) and 53.49 ± 1.71% (AMP) with four noisy channels, meaning that at its 

worst, it still performed better than baseline LDA did with only one noisy channel. Therefore, 

CNN-LDA+ was the most accurate and robust non-adaptive method. 

CNN-LDA+ eliminates need for controller adaptation 

Overall, we found that CNN-LDA+ and LDA- achieved similar performances. For AMP 

participants, LDA- slightly outperformed CNN-LDA+ on noisy data; the differences in accuracy 

ranged from -1.61% for single-channel noise to -7.20% for four-channel noise. For ITL subjects, 

CNN-LDA+ accuracies surpassed LDA-, with improvements ranging from 0.79% for single-

channel noise and 6.87% for four channel noise. Although we did not statistically compare these 

differences, it is unlikely that they would cause significant clinical impact. Thus, CNN-LDA+ was 

functionally equivalent to an adaptive LDA control system with a perfect fault detector. 

LDA components illustrate performance differences 

To visualize the underlying mechanisms of the non-adaptive classifiers, we plotted the first 

three LDA components of the clean training data, clean test data, and noisy test data for subject 
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AMP5 (Fig. 3-6). For baseline LDA and LDA+, we used the projection matrices from the trained 

LDA classifiers to reduce the high-dimensional input features. For MLP-LDA+ and CNN-LDA+, 

we aligned the input feature data to their latent manifolds through the MLP and CNN encoders 

before applying the projection matrices from their corresponding LDA classifiers. Since the 

performances of MLP-LDA and CNN-LDA were similar to LDA, we omitted them from the latent 

space visualization. 

CNN-LDA+ was the only classifier that maintained separable clusters across all three data 

sets, explaining why it was able to effectively classify both clean and noisy signals. In contrast, 

LDA and MLP-LDA+ clusters lost their separability when noise was introduced, thus depicting 

their lower noise tolerance. The LDA+ clean test set clusters did not match the clean training set 

clusters; therefore, the decision boundaries computed from the training set were not able to 

delineate the gestures in clean test data set. 
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Figure 3-6. Three-dimensional latent representations of AMP5’s training and test data sets using LDA components 

from LDA, LDA+, MLP-LDA+, and CNN-LDA+. 

 

Neural network methods require longer processing times 

In Table 3-3, we show the processing times of each control method to assess their 

practicality in clinical settings. Notably, the initial training processing times for the augmented 

neural network methods, which included data augmentation time, were substantially longer than 

those for the traditional LDA methods. Likewise, the classification processing times were longer 

for the neural network methods. However, at ~5 ms, this was still shorter than the EMG window 

sampling increments (25 ms), indicating that a real-time implementation is plausible. 
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Table 3-3. Controller Processing Times 

 Training Processing Time Classification Processing Time 

LDA 0.0259 s ± 1.37 ms 0.00659 ms ± 64.4 ns 

LDA+ 1.22 s ± 48.6 ms 0.00665 ms ± 68.8 ns 

LDA- 0.0259 s ± 1.37 ms 0.328 ms ± 4.02 µs 

MLP-LDA 3.01 s ± 1.34 s 
5.54 ms ± 38.1 µs 

MLP-LDA+ 21.4 s ± 1.83 s 

CNN-LDA 3.09 s ± 1.07 s  
5.75 ms ± 38.7 µs 

CNN-LDA+ 22.6 s ± 1.03 s 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Clinical PR-based myoelectric control systems often encounter error-producing signal 

noise stemming from EMG interface instabilities. Previous works have reduced these errors with 

additional processing steps such as signal filtering, noise detection, and controller recalibration or 

adaptation. To our knowledge, this is the first study that presents a PR control strategy that is 

inherently resistant to various types of multichannel interface noise. Using examples of real 

interface noise, we evaluated the reliability of LDA-based classifiers that employed data 

augmentation and deep learning techniques.  

In general, we found that the adverse effects of interface noise were more severe in the 

amputee population than the intact limb population. A potential reason is that the intact limb 

population training data may have had greater variability due to the use of dry electrodes. Since 

dry electrodes have higher impedances than wet electrodes, their EMG signals may contain more 

signal noise. Hence, the intact limb population’s training data would have resembled the test data 

more closely, resulting in more robust classifiers. Additionally, intact limb muscle contractions 

often have larger amplitudes compared to residual limb contractions. Therefore, noisy intact limb 

EMG signals have higher signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), leading to better classification rates.  
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The high SNR in intact limb participants may also explain why augmenting the training 

data set with artificial noise did not improve overall outcomes for the augmented LDA classifier. 

The augmented data set contained various levels of signal corruption that spanned the output range 

of the EMG channels. Consequently, it had a wide range of SNRs as opposed to the relatively high 

SNRs of the noisy test set. Thus, the augmented LDA classifier was trained on distributions that 

were not representative of the testing data, causing it to perform poorly. 

Our results also showed that manifold alignment facilitated by neural networks trained with 

an augmented data set produced impactful performance gains. This suggests that nonlinear 

transformations are crucial to extracting useful discriminative structures within EMG signals. 

Furthermore, the CNN methods outperformed the MLP methods, emphasizing that the spatially 

local patterns between channels are valuable and should be preserved and leveraged for better 

control. The poor performances of the non-augmented neural networks and augmented LDA+ 

show that data augmentation or deep learning alone are not enough to improve performance in a 

meaningful way. Thus, they should be used in tandem to achieve robust classifiers. 

For the intact limb population, the CNN-LDA+ method was more accurate than the 

adaptive LDA- method. This exemplifies an important advantage of the CNN-LDA+ method: it 

can retain discriminative features from the noisy channels that would normally be discarded by 

recalibration methods such as LDA-. In addition to the physiological differences between subject 

populations, the dry electrode setup may also explain why CNN-LDA+ was more effective for 

intact limb participants. Our dimensionality reduction approach exploits EMG signal redundancies 

across channels, meaning that diffuse EMG measurements are more informative than localized 

measurements. Hence, signals obtained by the dry electrodes, which had slightly larger surface 

areas, may have facilitated latent space disentanglement. Notably, CNN-LDA+ was able to classify 
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signals with real interface noise even though the augmented training data set only contained 

synthetic noise, highlighting the model’s generalizability.  

Ultimately, the CNN-LDA+ classification method is an attractive solution to the interface 

noise problem, as it was the only non-adaptive method that improved noise tolerance without 

reducing accuracy on normal signals. In reality, disturbances would most likely occur in one or 

two EMG channels. For these cases, CNN-LDA+ obtained classification accuracies (ITL: 

>75.19%, AMP: >68.83%) that suggest acceptable real-time control; however, real-time functional 

tests are still needed to verify the efficacy of the classification strategy (Young et al., 2011).  

The clinical implications of the CNN-LDA+ classification strategy are that patients would 

be able to maintain good control of their prosthesis across common scenarios that produce 

intermittent noise (eg. electrode liftoff, contact artifacts) or continuous noise (eg. broken wires). 

Moreover, it does not require a noise detector, which can be inaccurate, or recalibration, which 

adds a processing step. This method is highly beneficial for amputee users, as their low EMG SNR 

renders their clinical LDA systems unusable in the presence of noise. 

However, there are some practical limitations to the CNN-LDA+ classifier. For example, 

its training and execution processing time is slower than traditional LDA methods. Also, the 

memory requirements of the model may hinder its implementation on a prosthesis microcontroller. 

Lastly, it is difficult to quickly retrain a black box model such as the CNN-LDA+. If the user 

wanted to recalibrate a single gesture, the entire backpropagation process would have to be 

repeated.  

3.5.1 Limitations and Future Work 

The main limitation of this study is that the controllers were evaluated offline. The 

relationship between offline classification accuracy and real-time control performance is not well-
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defined; thus, the practical significance of our findings is limited. Real-time experiments should 

be conducted to investigate the effects of user adaptation and provide a more realistic evaluation 

of prosthesis controllability. Additionally, while commercial systems typically include eight EMG 

channels, the experimental setup only used six EMG channels, meaning that each noisy signal had 

a greater influence on classification accuracy. Thus, we expect the performance to be better with 

clinical setups that have eight EMG channels. 

Four amputee subjects only completed enough gestures for a 2DOF controller instead of 

3DOF controller. These algorithms were also limited to sequential control but would be more 

impactful if extended to simultaneous control. To facilitate practical implementation of the CNN-

LDA+, we plan to further minimize the network architecture and adjust hyperparameters to 

balance controller performance and processing time. In addition to conducting real-time 

experiments with a physical prosthesis, it would be useful to investigate the controller’s robustness 

to donning/doffing and its long-term stability.  

3.6 Conclusion 

In this study, we investigated the use of training data augmentation and deep learning models 

to achieve reliable myoelectric control of hand and wrist gestures. Our results showed that when 

trained with a data set that includes synthetic noise, a CNN-based classifier can learn latent 

representations of muscle patterns that are linearly separable and robust to multichannel interface 

noise. The performance gains exhibited by the CNN-LDA+ are a significant improvement on 

clinical myoelectric PR controllers and motivate further development.  
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4 Fast generative replay-based adaptation of deep convolutional networks 

decreases myoelectric controller recalibration frequency 

4.1 Introduction 

Despite decades of advancements, robust and intuitive control of myoelectric prostheses 

remains challenging. Clinically available control systems can enable reliable control in stationary 

environments where EMG inputs are repeatable, but deteriorate when there is a significant 

mismatch between training and testing signal distributions.  

This mismatch is a well-known machine learning problem called dataset shift, which can 

be categorized into two types (Moreno-Torres et al., 2012; Webb et al., 2016). The first type is 

covariate shift, or a change between the training and test distributions of the input signals P(X) 

while the class conditional probability P(Y|X) remains constant. Covariate shift often occurs when 

the prosthesis is trained with data that are not fully representative of data from real-world scenarios, 

also known as sample selection bias. For example, previous work showed that it is difficult to 

control a prosthesis in a limb position that was not used during training data collection (Campbell, 

Phinyomark, et al., 2020; E. J. Scheme et al., 2010). Another source of covariate shift is interface 

noise that can be caused by fluctuations in residual limb volume, broken wires or electrodes, 

intermittent electrode lift-off, and more. The second type of dataset shift, concept drift, is defined 

as a change in the conditional probability between the input and output signals P(Y|X) while the 

distribution of the input signals P(X) remains constant. Examples of concept drift are less common 

than covariate shift but may occur as users adapt their muscle patterns over time. 

When dataset shift reduces classification accuracy to the point where control becomes 

ineffective, users can choose to recalibrate their prosthesis. This is often the case for clinically 
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available control algorithms, which are not yet robust to common sources of dataset shift. As such, 

they require frequent recalibrations to maintain adequate control (Levi Hargrove et al., 2018).  

Recently, deep learning techniques have been developed to improve myoelectric control 

robustness to dataset shift (Ameri et al., 2019, 2020; Campbell, Member, et al., 2020; ur Rehman 

et al., 2018; Wang et al., n.d.; Wu et al., 2020). Despite their positive results in experimental 

settings, they are not immune to all sources of dataset shift and will likely need recalibration from 

time to time. Therefore, an effective and efficient classifier recalibration strategy is necessary to 

facilitate clinical implementation of deep learning control algorithms.  

There are several approaches we can take to recalibrate a deep neural network, not all of 

them are clinically feasible. The most conservative method is to store all previously collected data 

and train the model from scratch using the accumulated data. This ensures that the network learns 

from the most comprehensive set of examples. However, this would require memory, time, and 

computational power that cannot be afforded by prosthesis hardware. We could also train a model 

from scratch using only the most recently collected data set. However, the model could suffer from 

catastrophic forgetting, where it loses all previously learned information (van de Ven & Tolias, 

2019). Depending on the size and quality of the new data set, it may also take a long time to train 

or be prone to overfitting.  

Finally, we can use ideas from continual learning, a branch of machine learning that seeks 

to sequentially update models with new information without losing previously learned 

relationships (Aljundi, 2019; Delange et al., 2021). The most basic continual learning concept is 

finetuning, where a pretrained model (or the model trained on previous data) is updated for several 

iterations with the new training data. This relies on the same mechanism as early stopping to avoid 
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overfitting to the new data and erasing previous information. One approach of continual learning 

that has found success is replay-based continual learning, where some form of past data is fed to 

the network while it is being trained (Pellegrini et al., 2020; Rolnick et al., 2019). If there are no 

memory constraints, we could simply store all previous data sets. A more efficient method is 

generative replay, where we learn the distributions of the data and use that information to generate 

new examples during training time (Shin et al., 2013; Ven & Tolias, 2019).  

The objective of this study was to quantify dataset shift during long-term prosthesis usage 

and use continual learning concepts to develop clinically feasible retraining techniques for deep 

convolutional neural network-based myoelectric controllers. We evaluated these techniques by 

simulating a sequential recalibration process over six months of EMG data from seven individuals 

with upper limb loss. 

4.2 Methods 

In this post hoc data analysis study, we quantified dataset shift and evaluated two classifiers 

and five recalibration techniques across six months of EMG control signals. This was conducted 

using data collected from seven individuals with unilateral below elbow amputations in their home 

setting (Table 4-1). Although eight subjects participated in the home trials, one subject was omitted 

from this work because they did not have sufficient data. Eight weeks into the study, participants 

underwent targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) surgery. After recovery, data collection resumed 

for 20 more weeks. This study was approved by Northwestern University’s and Walter Reed 

National Military Center’s Institutional Review Boards. All participants gave written informed 

consent.  
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4.2.1 Home Trial Protocol 

At the start of the study, a certified prosthetist fitted each participant with an OSSUR i-

limb Ultra Revolution multi-articulating hand and a passive wrist rotator. The prosthesis was 

controlled with surface EMG signals through a custom version of the Coapt COMPLETE 

CONTROL system that enabled data logging. Eight grip types were available to be configured, 

including lateral, power, thumb precision pinch opened and closed, thumb 3 jaw chuck opened and 

closed, standard 3 jaw chuck opened and closed, and index point. Muscle signals were collected 

through eight pairs of dry stainless-steel electrodes that were embedded in a silicone liner and worn 

under a socket. The electrode locations were empirically determined by the prosthetist to enable 

effective direct and pattern recognition control.  

After participating in occupational therapy to learn how to effectively use their prosthesis 

to perform activities of daily living, each participant completed two 8-week (one pre-TMR and 

one post-TMR) and one 12-week (post-TMR) home trials with their device. During these trials, 

participants were able to recalibrate the device’s pattern recognition control algorithm at will by 

using a prothesis guided training protocol. In each of these recalibration sessions, users followed 

a pre-programmed sequence of gestures while the embedded system measured and recorded EMG 

signals using 200 ms windows in 25 ms increments. The calibration sequence always began with 

the ‘rest’ state, followed by two repetitions of each grip type interleaved with the ‘hand open’ 

gesture between each grip repetition. Each gesture repetition was held for 3 s. Thus, if there were 

3 pre-selected grip types, the calibration session contained 6s of each grip type, 3s of rest, and 15s 

of the ‘hand open’ gesture. The system automatically labeled the grip types based on the pre-

programmed gesture sequence and extracted time-domain and autoregressive features from each 

data window. These features and labels were used to train a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 
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classifier that provided pattern recognition control for their myoelectric prosthesis. The raw EMG 

signals, gesture labels, and time of each recalibration session were recorded, thus providing us 

with snapshots of the EMG data distributions over time. 

Table 4-1. Amputee Population Demographics 

Subject Gender Age 
Years Post 

Amputation 
Etiology 

Prescribed Prosthesis 

Terminal Device Myoelectric Control 

TR1 Male 30 2 Left Trauma Bebionic Hand 
Coapt Pattern  

Recognition 

TR2 Male 40 3 Left Trauma 

Bebionic Hand, 

Motion Control 

ETD 

Direct Control 

TR3 Female 49 12 Right Trauma 

Bebionic Hand, 

Motion Control 

ETD 

Coapt Pattern 

Recognition 

TR4 Male 32 1 Right Trauma Michelangelo Hand Direct Control 

TR5 Male 42 0.8 Left Trauma 
Sensor speed hand, 

ETD 
Direct Control 

TR6 Male 58 1 Right Trauma ETD Direct Control 

TR7 Male 53 12 Right Trauma 
i-Limb, Sensor 

speed hand 
Direct Control 

ETD: electric terminal device 

4.2.2 Data Cleaning 

EMG signal quality varied across the recalibration sessions. Some sessions contained EMG 

interface noise, which may have been caused by wire breakage, intermittent electrode lift-off, and 

residual limb volume changes. Since we wanted to evaluate the classifier robustness to noise, we 

did not remove most of these noisy recalibration sessions. However, sessions in which more than 

two channels were visibly affected (eg. disconnected ground electrode) were omitted from data 

analysis. Additionally, since the at-home recalibration sessions were unsupervised by a researcher 

or clinician, several sessions contained user timing errors that resulted in inaccurate gesture labels. 

Sessions that contained obvious user errors (eg. no signals during gestures, contractions that 
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overlapped across multiple gestures) were omitted from data analysis. Summaries of the data 

cleaning results are shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3. 

To reduce the prevalence of user timing issues in the remaining data sets, we applied a 

simple data relabeling scheme. We used the mean absolute value (MAV) of the signals 

corresponding to the ‘rest’ gesture as a threshold for the remaining gestures. If a data window had 

an MAV that fell below 1.1x of the threshold, it would be relabeled as the ‘rest’ class.  

Table 4-2. Data cleaning for pre-TMR recalibration sets 

Subject Total Noisy sets discarded User error sets discarded Sets used 

TR1 12 0 6 6 

TR2 12 0 0 12 

TR3 22 0 0 22 

TR4 91 9 3 79 

TR5 30 5 0 25 

TR6 39 17 1 21 

TR7 11 1 1 9 

 

Table 4-3. Data cleaning for post-TMR recalibration sets 

Subject Total Noisy sets discarded User error sets discarded Sets used 

TR1 12 1 1 10 

TR2 8 0 0 8 

TR3 28 0 0 28 

TR4 42 0 1 41 

TR5 23 0 0 23 

TR6 23 0 1 22 

TR7 25 2 3 20 

 

4.2.3 Post-hoc Recalibration Protocol 

 We used the recalibration sessions chronologically to evaluate the robustness of two 

classification strategies and their recalibration methods over time. The first strategy was a 

traditional LDA classifier, representing clinically available control systems such as the one used 
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during the home trials. The second strategy was a CNN classifier adapted from Chapter 3, where 

it was shown to be effective at increasing noise tolerance. Both classifiers were trained with four 

time-domain features (MAV, waveform length, slope sign changes, and zero crossings) and six 

autoregressive coefficients.  

 The pre-TMR and post-TMR data blocks were separated for this analysis. For each, we 

first trained baseline classifiers LDA0 and CNN0 on an initial training set (𝑋0, 𝑌0), where 𝑋0 

denotes the inputs and 𝑌0 denotes the gesture labels. The initial data set was composed of EMG 

signals from the first two recalibration sessions of each data block. Half of the data set was used 

for training and the other half was used for testing. We performed five-fold cross validation, with 

each fold using a unique training/test data split. 

 The network architecture of the CNN classifier is shown in Fig. 4-1. We trained the 

baseline classifier for 30 epochs using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch 

size of 128. Additionally, data augmentation was performed on the training data set to increase 

training data variability. Further details about this classifier and data augmentation technique can 

be found in Chapter 3. 

To evaluate recalibration methods, we started with the baseline classifiers and used them 

to classify the remaining data sets sequentially. If the classification accuracy fell below a certain 

threshold, we used our proposed methods to recalibrate the classifier. The full recalibration 

protocol for a participant with 𝑁 recalibration sessions was as follows: 

1. We trained a baseline classifier on the initial training set (𝑋0, 𝑌0). 

2. We tested the classifier on next data set (𝑋1, 𝑌1). 
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3. If the classification accuracy was less than 70%, we recalibrated the classifier with half of 

(𝑋1, 𝑌1) and validated with the other half. As with the initial training data set, we performed 

five-fold cross validation, using a different training/test data split for each fold. The 

recalibration threshold of 70% approximated the classification accuracy at which users 

decided to recalibrate their device. We calculated this by testing each data set (𝑋𝑛, 𝑌𝑛) 

using an LDA classifier trained on the previous data set (𝑋𝑛−1, 𝑌𝑛−1). We took the median 

classification accuracy across all 𝑁 calibration sets and averaged this value across 

participants. The threshold we obtained corroborated previous work that found that offline 

classification accuracies under 65% led to poor real-time control.  

4. If the validation accuracy was less than 70%, this counted as a failed recalibration and we 

reverted the classifier to its previous weights, ie. LDAn-1 or CNNn-1. 

5. We repeated steps 2-4, incrementing through all 𝑁 recalibration sets. Throughout this 

process, we tallied the number of successful and failed recalibrations to quantify the 

efficacy of our recalibration methods. 

 

Figure 4-1. Network architecture for the CNN classifier. 
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We used this procedure to test five recalibration techniques, described below. 

1. Recalibrated LDA (LDA) – In this method, an LDA classifier was trained on the current 

data set only. This is the typical recalibration method for pattern recognition-based 

prosthesis.  

2. Adapted LDA (a-LDA) – This method stored the mean and covariance matrices of previous 

training data (𝜇0:𝑛−1, Σ0:𝑛−1) and the cumulative number of training examples per class. 

During recalibration, we update these values using the formula shown below, where 𝑆𝑖,𝑛 

denotes the number of examples in class 𝑖 from dataset (𝑋𝑛, 𝑌𝑛), and 𝑆𝑖,0:𝑛−1 denotes the 

accumulated number of examples in class 𝑖 from datasets (𝑋0, 𝑌0) to (𝑋𝑛−1, 𝑌𝑛−1). The 

new mean and covariance matrices (𝜇0:𝑛, Σ0:𝑛) are then used to calculate the LDA classifier 

weights. 

𝛼 =
𝑆𝑖,0:𝑛−1

𝑆𝑖,0:𝑛−1 + 𝑆𝑖,𝑛
 

𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛 = 𝛼𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛−1 + (1 − 𝛼)𝜇𝑖,𝑛 

Σ𝑖,𝑛 = (𝑋𝑖,𝑛 − 𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛−1)
𝑇

(𝑋𝑖,𝑛 − 𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛) 

Σ𝑖,0:𝑛 = 𝛼Σ𝑖,0:𝑛−1 + (1 − 𝛼)Σ𝑖,𝑛 

3. Recalibrated CNN (CNN) – We reinitialized the parameters of the CNN classifier and 

retrained it with the new data set after data augmentation. The Adam optimizer was used 

to train the network for 30 epochs with a batch size of 128 and learning rate of 0.001, 

matching the hyperparameters of the initial training procedure for CNN0.  

4. Finetuned CNN (ft-CNN) – The most recent CNN classifier was trained on new data set 

after data augmentation for 5 epochs with a batch size of 128 and learning rate of 0.001.  
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5. Generative replay CNN (gr-CNN) – Similar to the a-LDA method, the gr-CNN stored 

running mean and standard deviation matrices that parameterized previous class 

distributions, (𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛−1, 𝜎𝑖,0:𝑛−1). It also stored the number of training examples for each 

class. During recalibration, we sampled from multivariate Gaussian distributions 

𝒩(𝜇𝑖,0:𝑛−1, 𝜎𝑖,0:𝑛−1) to generate training data (𝑋𝑔𝑒𝑛, 𝑌𝑔𝑒𝑛) that resembled previously seen 

training examples. We then concatenated (𝑋𝑔𝑒𝑛, 𝑌𝑔𝑒𝑛) with an augmented (𝑋𝑛, 𝑌𝑛) and 

used the combined training data to update the most recent CNN by training for 5 epochs 

with a batch size of 128 and learning rate of 0.001. 

4.2.4 Outcome Measures 

Dataset shift 

To quantify dataset shift over time and assess its impact on classification accuracy, we 

computed the squared Hellinger distance between the initial training distribution and subsequent 

test distributions (Beran, 1977; Goldenberg & Webb, 2019; Nilsson et al., 2017). Specifically, we 

measured the distance between the total input distributions 𝑃(𝑋0) and 𝑃(𝑋𝑛) and the distance 

between the class distributions 𝑃(𝑋0|𝑌) and 𝑃(𝑋𝑛|𝑌), where 𝑋0 denotes the inputs from the first 

calibration set and Xn denotes the inputs from the nth recalibration set. The input feature vectors 

were projected to the trained LDA0 classifier space to reduce the dimensions prior to calculating 

the Hellinger distance. The Hellinger distance is a bounded metric between 0 and 1, where 0 

describes indiscernible distributions. This makes it easy to normalize data across multiple subjects. 

We assume that the data are multivariate normal distributions. Thus, the Hellinger distance 

between 𝑃~𝒩(𝜇1, Σ1) and 𝑄~𝒩(𝜇2, Σ2) can be calculated as follows: 
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Σ =
Σ1 + Σ2

2
 

𝐻2(𝑃, 𝑄) = 1 −
(𝑑𝑒𝑡Σ1)

1
4(𝑑𝑒𝑡Σ2)

1
4

(𝑑𝑒𝑡Σ)
1
2

exp {−
1

8
(𝜇1 − 𝜇2)𝑇𝛴−1(𝜇1 − 𝜇2)} 

Recalibration performance 

 We introduced two metrics, recalibration frequency and recalibration efficacy, to evaluate 

the performance of each recalibration method. Recalibration frequency was defined as the number 

of total attempted recalibrations as a percentage of the total number of recalibration sessions for 

each participant. An effective classification and recalibration strategy would lead to improved 

robustness and therefore reduce the need for recalibrations. Thus, a lower recalibration frequency 

was desirable. Recalibration efficacy measured the number of successful recalibrations as a 

percentage of the total number of attempted recalibrations for each participant. In the real world, 

failed recalibrations would mean that the user would have to repeat the calibration session, adding 

further inconvenience.  An effective strategy should maximize the proportion of successful 

calibrations to failed calibrations, leading to a high recalibration efficacy score. 

Catastrophic forgetting  

 To further evaluate how well the recalibration techniques could learn new information 

without discarding previous knowledge, we quantified catastrophic forgetting using three metrics, 

Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙, and Ω𝑛𝑒𝑤 (Kemker et al., 2017). Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 described how well the classifier could classify 

the initial training set over time, Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙 described how well the classifier could classify all previously 

seen training data, and Ω𝑛𝑒𝑤  described how well the classifier could classify the most recent 

training data. The formulas for these metrics are shown below. 𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑛 represents the accuracy of 
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the nth classifier on the initial data set, 𝛼𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑛 represents the accuracy of the nth classifier on all 

previous data sets, 𝛼𝑛𝑒𝑤,𝑛 represents the accuracy of the nth classifier on the nth data set, and 𝛼𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 

was the accuracy of the baseline classifier on the initial data set and served as a normalization 

factor.  

Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 =
1

𝑁 − 1
∑

𝛼𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒,𝑛

𝛼𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙

𝑁

𝑛=2

 

Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
1

𝑁 − 1
∑

𝛼𝑎𝑙𝑙,𝑛

𝛼𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙

𝑁

𝑛=2

 

Ω𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
1

𝑁 − 1
∑ 𝛼𝑛𝑒𝑤,𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=2

 

Recalibration processing time 

 To maintain clinical feasibility, the processing time for prosthesis recalibration should be 

minimal. Hence, we recorded the processing time for the initial training of the baseline classifier 

and each attempted recalibration for all recalibration techniques. All data analysis was conducted 

on a Windows 10 laptop computer with 16GB RAM, an Intel Core i7-9850H CPU at 2.60GHz, 

and a 4GB NVIDIA Quadro T1000 GPU. 

4.2.5 Statistical Analyses 

We used a linear mixed effects model to statistically compare the differences in 

recalibration performance and catastrophic forgetting metrics. We then conducted post hoc 

pairwise comparisons using paired t-tests with a significance level of 𝛼 = 0.05. To correct for 

multiple comparisons, p-values were adjusted using the Holm-Bonferroni method.  
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4.3 Results 

We measured data shift magnitude using Hellinger distances (Fig. 4-2), compared 

recalibration frequency and catastrophic forgetting metrics across recalibration techniques (Fig. 4-

4 and Fig. 4-5), and quantified processing times for each method (Table 4-4). 

Quantifying dataset shift magnitude 

We found that the Hellinger distances between the training and test distributions were 

negatively correlated with classification accuracy (Fig. 4-2). Furthermore, these distances 

increased over time. Together, these observations implied that the degradation of classification 

accuracy over time may have been rooted in dataset shift.   

Specifically, when the distance between 𝑃(𝑋0)  and 𝑃(𝑋𝑛)  exceeded 0.6, the 

corresponding classification accuracies were predominantly under 50%. These larger distances 

were also more often observed in the later stages of the home trials. Although the distance between 

class distributions 𝑃(𝑋𝑜|𝑌) and 𝑃(𝑋𝑛|𝑌) were also correlated with accuracy, it spanned half the 

range of the 𝑃(𝑋) distance. Therefore, the class distributions did not shift as much as the input 

distributions. We also found a strong correlation between the two Hellinger distances, suggesting 

that their changes were not independent.  
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Figure 4-2. Hellinger distances between training and test distributions exhibited strong negative correlations with 

classification accuracy. As the time between training and test data distributions increased, depicted by the darkness 

of the markers, the Hellinger distance also increased.  

Comparison of baseline classifiers 

Fig. Figure 4-3 depicts the trajectory of classification accuracy over time for the two 

baseline classifiers. Qualitatively, the CNN0 appeared to be more consistent than the LDA0, 

exemplified by the narrower range of accuracies, particularly with TR1, TR3, and TR5. The 

average range for the LDA0 classifier was 63.56 ± 2.35% (SE) while the range for the CNN0 

classifier was 53.80 ± 2.07%. The difference between these values was not statistically significant 

(p = 0.100).  However, we found a statistically significant difference between their average 

accuracies, which was 66.38 ± 1.24% for the LDA0 and 69.50 ± 1.32% for the CNN0. Thus, before 

any recalibration paradigms were applied, the baseline CNN classifier outperformed the baseline 

LDA classifier. 

Recalibration metrics 

 Although the number of recalibrations varied across subjects, the trends between 

recalibration methods were consistent (Fig. 4-4 and Fig. 4-5). Unsurprisingly, the LDA classifier 
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required the most recalibrations across all participants, with an average recalibration frequency of 

51.17 ± 2.57%. The differences between this value and the recalibration frequencies for the a-

LDA, ft-CNN, and gr-CNN were statistically significant (p < 0.05). Although the LDA classifier 

had more recalibrations than the CNN (41.48 ± 2.45%), the difference was not statistically 

significant (p = 0.077).  

Using the adaptive recalibration method for the LDA classifier significantly improved 

outcomes. The a-LDA had fewer recalibrations than most methods (33.21 ± 1.95%), including the 

CNN and ft-CNN (35.03 ± 2.43%) methods, though these differences were not significant (CNN: 

p = 0.096, ft-CNN: p = 1.000). However, the a-LDA method also had the lowest recalibration 

efficacy, meaning that a larger proportion of its recalibration attempts was unsuccessful.  

 Overall, the gr-CNN method had the most well-rounded performance, requiring fewer 

recalibrations (29.20 ± 2.41%) compared to all other methods while still achieving high 

recalibration efficacy (83.23 ± 1.52%). Notably, the only difference between ft-CNN and gr-CNN 

was the addition of synthetically generated training data by sampling from normal distributions. 

Though simple, this method was able to produce statistically significant improvements. 

 The classification accuracies from the best LDA recalibration method (a-LDA) and the best 

CNN recalibration method (gr-CNN) were plotted in Fig. 4-3. Compared to the baseline classifiers, 

these recalibration methods obtained more consistent accuracies. Notably, the lower recalibration 

efficacy of the a-LDA model can be seen in TR3, TR4, and TR7, where the instances of failed 

recalibrations are apparent. 
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Figure 4-3. Baseline classifier accuracy over time (left) and accuracy of the best recalibration methods gr-CNN and 

a-LDA (right). 

 

Figure 4-4. Subject specific recalibration frequencies.  The top bars represent failed calibrations and the bottom bars 

represent successful calibrations. 
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Catastrophic forgetting metrics 

 The quantification of catastrophic forgetting elucidated the differences seen between 

recalibration methods (Fig. 4-5, Table 4-4). Although a-LDA had the highest Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  and Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙 

(94.75 ± 0.37%, 94.6 ± 0.56%), implying superior knowledge retention, it was significantly worse 

at learning from new training data (Ω𝑛𝑒𝑤) compared to the LDA, ft-CNN, and gr-CNN methods. 

This may explain its low recalibration efficacy. In contrast, the LDA and CNN strategies had the 

least knowledge retention, which was expected since they both reinitialized their classifiers for 

each recalibration, effectively wiping previously learned information. The ft-CNN and gr-CNN 

techniques both reduced catastrophic forgetting and were able to learn from new training data. 

However, the gr-CNN had significantly higher Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙  measures, showing that the use of 

generatively sampled training data reduces catastrophic forgetting.  

  

Figure 4-5. Recalibration performance and catastrophic forgetting metrics.  Statistical results for Ω𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 and Ω𝑎𝑙𝑙  are 

presented in Table 4-4. 
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Table 4-4. Statistical significance of pairwise comparisons for 𝛀𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆 (bold) and 𝛀𝒂𝒍𝒍 

 LDA a-LDA CNN ft-CNN gr-CNN 

LDA  ** 0.990 * ** 

a-LDA **  *** ** * 

CNN 0.949 **  ** *** 

ft-CNN * * **  ** 

gr-CNN * * ** *  

*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001 

Recalibration processing time 

 The classifier training and recalibration processing times, shown in Table 5, suggest that 

all these methods are clinically feasible. Understandably, the CNN model required the longest 

processing times. Even then, both the initial training and recalibration times are under 30s, which 

is reasonable for clinical use. However, it is unclear if training times would remain practical if 

these algorithms were implemented with a prosthesis microcontroller. 

Table 4-5. Classifier Training and Recalibration Processing Times 

 Initial Training Time Recalibration Time 

LDA 
0.24s ± 0.03s 0.012 ± 0.0017s 

a-LDA 0.014 ± 0.0014s 

CNN 

24.37 ± 3.68s 

14.49 ± 1.75s 

ft-CNN 3.04 ± 0.29s 

gr-CNN 3.26 ± 0.25s 

4.4 Discussion 

In this study, we measured the distances between distributions across training and test data 

sets to quantify dataset shift magnitude over a period of six months. We then sought to improve 

classification robustness with recalibration techniques that prioritized efficacy and clinical 

feasibility. Through a simulated recalibration protocol, we quantified the efficacy of five classifier 

recalibration strategies.  
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We found that the EMG input distribution and class distributions both shifted over time 

and correlated with offline classification accuracy. The shifts in P(X) eliminate the possibility that 

the dataset shifts were caused solely by concept drift and the correlation between the P(X) and 

P(X|Y) distances suggest that covariate shift was also not the only cause of dataset shift. Hence, 

the shifts that affect long-term myoelectric control are likely a combination of changes to P(X) and 

P(Y|X). Furthermore, knowing that the Hellinger distance between P(Xtr) and P(Xte) is strongly 

correlated with classification accuracy, we may be able to design control algorithms that use this 

metric to inform our recalibration process. Specifically, since the measurement of P(X) does not 

require a gesture label, the Hellinger distance can be periodically measured with unlabeled data to 

detect dataset shifts and determine when to recalibrate the classifier.  

Our baseline classifier results showed that the classification accuracy of a deep 

convolutional neural network does not fluctuate as much as that of a traditional LDA classifier 

over time. This control stability reiterates previous work suggesting that convolutional networks 

are more robust to noise. However, when dataset shift occurs and recalibration is required, the 

CNN quickly loses its advantages and falls behind a simpler, more robust adaptive LDA method. 

One potential reason for these underwhelming outcomes is that deep learning models like the CNN 

perform best when trained on large datasets. In this study, each recalibration sessions only 

consisted of two repetitions of each grip type, one repetition of rest, and five repetitions of hand 

open. Furthermore, the recalibration sets were split in half to obtain training and validation data. 

As a result, not only did the CNN erase previously learned information when it reinitialized its 

weights, it may have also overfitted to the small recalibration training data sets. 

 Fortunately, finetuning and generative replay methods can prevent catastrophic forgetting 

by building on top of the previously trained network and avoid overfitting by training over fewer 
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epochs. In addition, generating training data that describe previous training data sets further 

reduces catastrophic forgetting. In addition to being effective, this method is computationally 

inexpensive and easy to implement.   

 Ultimately, compared to the clinically available LDA algorithm, an adaptive LDA 

algorithm, finetuned CNN, and generative replay CNN can all significantly improve classifier 

stability over time and reduce the need for frequent recalibrations. However, the generative replay 

CNN offers the best balance between retaining knowledge and learning new information.  

4.4.1 Limitations and Future Work 

 The findings of this study may have limited practical significance as all methods were 

implemented offline. The relationship between offline classification accuracy and real-time control 

is ambiguous, owing to factors such as user adaptation and sensory feedback. A study 

implementing these methods in real-time is necessary to provide the most realistic outcomes 

measures. In doing so, we must also consider other practical constraints that we were able to ignore 

in this study, such as embedded system limitations. In addition to classification accuracy, 

functional outcome measures should be evaluated to increase clinical applicability. On a related 

note, statistical significance may not always imply clinical significance. Thus, it is unclear if our 

findings would lead to clinical improvements. 

 Although we were able to reduce user timing errors, we could not eliminate all instances. 

These errors introduced a confounding variable that likely resulted in inaccurate gesture labels. 

The proposed recalibration methods were not designed to identify faulty training data, meaning 

that classifiers may have occasionally learned arbitrary relationships between EMG features and 

inaccurate gesture labels. Furthermore, the process of thresholding the EMG signals based on the 
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‘rest’ class resulted in class imbalances that may have incorrectly biased classifier training. Future 

work could include methods to detect user timing errors to evaluate the quality of the data set 

before it is used for training. 

 We used a classification accuracy threshold of 70% for all participants to determine when 

to recalibrate the classifier. Realistically, each user may have different criteria for deciding when 

to recalibrate their prosthesis. Indeed, we saw that the total number of calibration sets was highly 

variable among participants, exemplifying the importance of personal preference in prosthesis use. 

Conducting this study in real-time and allowing participants to voluntarily choose when to 

recalibrate their device would provide a realistic assessment of the proposed methods. 

Additionally, future work can focus on systematically identifying common reasons for 

recalibration and using that information to build more appropriate training tools. 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this study, we used EMG data collected from individuals with below-elbow amputations 

over the course of six months to quantify dataset shift over time and evaluate the use of LDA and 

CNN classifiers with five recalibration techniques. We found that dataset shift increases over time 

and is indeed correlated with decreasing classification accuracy. Furthermore, our results showed 

traditional LDA and CNN recalibration techniques are prone to catastrophic forgetting and 

overfitting that reduce classification accuracy. However, a simple CNN recalibration method based 

on generative replay can significantly reduce the need for frequent recalibrations.  
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5 Concluding Remarks 

5.1 Summary of Contributions 

The overall goal of this dissertation was to develop clinically friendly machine learning 

techniques to improve myoelectric pattern recognition control robustness to dataset shift. To that 

end, I completed three aims.  

In my first aim, I looked at a commonly cited source of dataset shift: limb position. Before 

this study, it was generally accepted that limb position negatively affects myoelectric pattern 

recognition control. However, there was an overlooked gap in the literature that limited the validity 

of this assertion. Specifically, studies of the limb position effect on real-time control in amputees 

did not consider the weight of a prosthesis on the residual limb. To my knowledge, this was the 

first study that systematically evaluated how limb position affected real-time control in amputees 

when the residual limb was loaded. I found that: 

• Limb position and load significantly and independently affect control performance when 

the controller is trained in a single position. 

• Training the controller with dynamic arm movements around the workspace significantly 

reduces limb position effects in individuals with intact limbs. 

• Limb position effects are less pronounced in individuals with upper limb loss. 

• Training the controller with dynamic arm movements around the workspace eliminates 

limb position effects in individuals with upper limb loss. 

The latter two contributions challenge long-held assumptions about the prevalence of the 

limb position effect. Tangentially, these results also highlight two important reminders for 

prosthetics research: 1) results obtained in an offline manner may not apply to online scenarios 
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and 2) behaviors observed in control subjects (eg. individuals with intact limbs) may not apply to 

individuals with limb loss.  

Next, I addressed dataset shift caused by changes at the electrode-skin interface. The 

difficulty with interface noise is that it occurs unpredictably and when it does, even a small amount 

(eg. single channel noise) can render the control algorithm useless. Previous solutions to this 

problem included signal denoisers and adaptive classifiers. However, there were no existing 

classification strategies that were inherently robust to noise. To tackle this problem, I designed 

deep neural networks to project EMG feature inputs into a low-dimensional latent space that can 

be shared by noisy and clean signals. My main technical contributions and findings were: 

• A data augmentation protocol to increase training data variability and improve classifier 

robustness. 

• A deep convolutional neural network classifier that is inherently robust to noise. This 

classifier achieves this by learning noise-invariant features shared by clean and noisy EMG 

signals. 

• Data augmentation generally improves classification robustness but may also reduce 

accuracy on clean signals depending on the classifier 

• CNNs trained with augmented data can accurately classify both clean and noisy signals 

and performs as well as a two-stage adaptive LDA algorithm. 

In my final aim, I investigated dataset shift over long durations and attempted to mitigate 

its negative effects with CNNs and various recalibration methods. To facilitate clinical 

implementation of deep learning-based classifiers, efficient recalibration methods needed to be 

developed. Using continual learning concepts, I created simple recalibration methods that can 

balance effectiveness and efficiency. My main technical contribution and findings were: 
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• A generative replay CNN adaptation method that can learn new information without losing 

knowledge from previous data. 

• Dataset shift measured by the Hellinger distance increases over time and is strongly 

correlated to classification accuracy. 

• Generative replay CNNs can significantly reduce the need for recalibration by minimizing 

catastrophic forgetting.  

5.2 Practical Implications of Findings 

Implications for training data collection 

 All three aims of this dissertation have findings that are relevant to training data collection 

protocols. Covariate shift in EMG signals is often caused by sample selection bias. Thus, an 

obvious way to reduce this type of covariate shift is to collect more varied training samples. 

However, this process can be cumbersome and would have to be repeated for every recalibration 

session. In the first aim, we demonstrated that simply moving their residual limb around in their 

workspace during training data collection can eliminate the effects of limb position in amputees. 

This training data collection protocol was easy to perform and took the same amount of time as 

the standard training data collection protocol, demonstrating a convenient way to reduce sample 

selection bias. In the second aim, we applied a data augmentation protocol that altered signals to 

resemble examples of interface noise. This augmented data set proved useful, as it increased 

robustness to interface noise. Notably, the CNN classifier had much poorer results when data 

augmentation was not used, emphasizing the importance of data augmentation. Thus, this is 

another method to reduce sample selection bias without needing to collect more data. Finally, in 

the third aim, the generative replay component of the gr-CNN added more training samples during 
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recalibration to prevent overfitting. As a result, the CNN classifier could be successfully 

recalibrated with just one gesture repetition of new training data.  

Implications for adaptive LDA algorithms 

 Although this work was focused on deep learning tools, I compared them to two adaptive 

LDA algorithms in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, the LDA- algorithm removed noisy channels 

before classification. When I simulated a perfect fault detector, this method yielded the best 

accuracies across all classification strategies. The simplicity of the algorithm makes it an attractive 

solution, but the main limitation is that it hinges on the choice of a fault detector. In the original 

study, this fault detector had error rates of around 30%. With this fault detector, the LDA- 

algorithm may not be a desirable method. However, if a better fault detector existed, it would be 

worthwhile to evaluate if the simplicity of the LDA- algorithm would make it a better choice than 

the CNN classifier. In Chapter 4, the a-LDA calibration technique was the second-best method, 

behind gr-CNN. The concern with this method is that it had significantly higher proportions of 

failed recalibrations. Real-time comparisons these methods may be able to tell us if these failed 

recalibrations are clinically significant, which would inform our decision between the gr-CNN and 

a-LDA methods. In any case, these strategies proved to be effective and are a viable option for 

prosthetic systems that may not be able to handle deep learning calculations.    

5.3 Limitations and Future Directions 

A major limitation of the work in this dissertation is that it lacks online validation. As 

emphasized by the results in Aim 1, offline results may not be representative of real-time 

behaviors. Although they are convenient for iterating and developing machine learning techniques, 

offline analyses exclude crucial factors that influence control performance, such as sensory 

feedback and user adaptation. Additionally, the metrics and outcome measures of our techniques 
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were limited mostly to offline accuracy. Ultimately, none of these measures can replace functional 

evaluations and patient feedback. Thus, an immediate future step is to implement the methods from 

Chapter 3 and 4 in real time.  

On a related note, the deep learning models were all computed on a laptop computer with 

a GPU. It remains to be seen whether the feasibility of these methods will extend to simpler devices 

such as the embedded systems used to control prostheses. It is expected that the initial training of 

the deep convolutional neural network can be performed on a computer and all subsequent 

adaptations can be performed on-device, which is a benefit of the fast recalibration techniques 

investigated in Chapter 4.  

To maintain clinical feasibility, we used time domain and autoregressive features for all 

our classification strategies. A major benefit of deep learning models is that they can extract salient 

features from high-dimensional data. By reducing our inputs to these time domain and 

autoregressive features, we are not fully taking advantage of the capabilities of deep learning. 

Previous studies have successfully used convolutional networks with more complex inputs like 

raw signals and spectrograms. These inputs more closely resemble images or speech data, which 

are the most common data types used to develop deep learning tools. Thus, these features are likely 

to obtain better performances. However, our decision to use time domain features was a conscious 

one to maintain clinical feasibility and see if deep learning models can still be effective with 

different types of inputs. Nevertheless, it would be beneficial to compare the benefits and 

drawbacks of different network inputs to determine the optimal network input that balances 

performance and feasibility. 

The control strategies in this work were limited to sequential pattern recognition control. 

The process of adjusting a neural network to perform regression is straightforward and would be 
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an appealing next step as simultaneous control is consistently requested by amputee users. The 

tools developed in this dissertation can all be used with a regression based neural network, 

including the virtual reality environment, data augmentation protocol, and recalibration 

techniques.  
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